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CINCEHO-QUININE.
SIiSCIIO-QUININE, which was placed in the hands of physiciafs in 1869, has been testsd in all parts of the country,

and the testimony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituent8 of Peruvian Banc,

ia, Quinidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.

have tested CIN•O-QUININE, and have found it to contain quinine quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."

F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

LABORATORT OF THH UNIVERSITY oF CHICAGo, February 1, 1875.

I hereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a botte of CINHOQuiNiNE, and byea-

1u 1iade a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinekonine, and hereby certify that I found these aka-

n CINCHO-QUININE.'' C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.

have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINoO-QUININE, and find it to contain quinine,

l ne cinchonine, and cinchonidine.' S. P. SHARPLE , State Auayer of Mass.

i-dal-- Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to

1Wiin- 5àj ther for ar otie1teiprtn 1la 
Gns tm

oAu thrinciples of Bark, so as to be accessible to know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

incilesf Bda beaes t nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliable,
entlemenand all think that you claim for it. For children

bet' SfudQiiiwhich is andee ail Ie thnahtyudifri.Frcide

tta t is-eriodic than Quinine and the akaloid and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too

gterin association, unquestionibly produce favor- easily quininized by the Sulphate, the Cmcho acts

tl ginCassocinflunesionbe oduce fror like a charm, and we can hardly see how we did with-

ne alone 
out it so long. I hope the supply will continue.

Saddition to its supeor e as a tonic and Yours, with due regard,

la . t 
J. R. TAYLOR, Kosse, Texas.

tr' periodic, it has the following advantages which I have used your CINCHO-QUININE exclusively for

tincrease its value to physicians :four years in this malarial region.

sit. IQuetite fii ther -in flu of Sul- It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

t~~~ e x e r t s t hau l h e a e u ieml e n e ob l e t o a d m in is t e r . I t g i v e s g r e a t s a t is f a c -
1 te of QuiIrine, in the same doses, without oppress- more agreea

4tieb Ie stomach, creating nausea, or producmgto D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louisville, Ky.
qu raldistress, as the Sulphate of Quinine fre-

ut dos, and it produces much less constitutional I have used the CINCHO-QUININE ever since its

urb nce. 
introduction, and am so well satisfied with its results

h t s the great advantage of being nearly that I use it in all cases in which I formerly used the

Pleles The bitter is very slight, and not un- Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during

t to the most sensitive or delicate woman or the paroxysm of fever with perfect, safety, and thus

ti3d, It is less costly ; the price will fluctuate with the lose no time. E. SCHENCK, MD., Pekin, I.

tl tnd fall of barks; but will always be much less I ar using CINCHOQUININE, and find it to aCt as

the Sulphate of Quinine- reial and fficietl asCO-UNE the Sulphate. a a

. It meets indications not met by that Salt. reliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.

In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

Middleburg, Pa.,

CG April 13, 1875.
te fntlemen. I cannot refrain from giving you my

Itony regarding CINCHO-QUININE
P c a practice of twenty years, eight of which were

cii onection with a drug store. I have used Quinine
lsich cases as are generally recommended by the

be,.>Y son. In the last four or five years I have used
Q. frequently your CINCHO-QUININE in place of

t e, and I have never been disappointed in my

sively, and deemn its action upon thema more beneficial

îd Q than that of the time-ono . Cul H Ut IzE , M .D.,

Marengo, Iowa.

CINCHO-QUININE in my practice has given the best

Lob» of results, being in my estimation far superior to Sul-

phate of Quinine, and has many advantages over the

Sulphate. G. INGALLS, M.D.,
Northampton, Ma2s.

Your CINcHiiQUININE I have used with marked

success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.
D. MAcKAY, M.D , Dallas, Texas.

JNO. Y. SHîNDEL, M.D-

on receipt Of twenty-five cents., or
Wo Will send a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CINCHo-QUININEr onrer aountyive hndred

os4 01
'Uos on receipt of one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Special prices given for orders amouating to one hundrîd

ces and upwards.
WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

Arseic, Ammonium, Antimony, Barium, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calcium, Copper, Gold, lodine, Iron, Lad,

Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, Silver, Sodium, n Mc, e.

àW Price List and Descri+tive Catalogue furnished upon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & Go., Manufacturing Chemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS
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MOLLER'S
rUnEsT NOtWEOfAN 00D-LIttER oit

DE BEscHE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, saysthe very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes." .tis0,ABBOTTs SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: 'kîofPeasily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the otheroil are." .
DR. RUDDocas, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "We are glad to be able to give e

phatic recommnendation to so pure a preparation."
J. MARION SIMs, M. D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and havereason to be perfectly satisfied witn it."DR. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil whichfectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."
N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: " It is remarkably free from impurities"

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORI4<
Sole Agents for United States and 0011

MICROSCOPES.
J.A. M ES W. Q U E E N & C0.,

924 Chestnut-St, 601 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORK- .[EEEP constantly in stoc«, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found le

b house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and bby Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the exclusive Agents, for the United oeof MESSRS. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturers.
10 000 :PEPAED OBJEcTS:

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.
An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents*

Address as above.

SPECIALTY!!!
ANATOMICAL MODELS & OSTEOLOG.ICAL

PREPARATIONS.

SKELETONS, SKULLS (Adult and Fœtal), PATHOLOGICAL P p
RATIONS, ANATOMICAL CHARTS, MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS,-j1
INSTRUMENTS, CHROMOS FOR OFFICE AND PARLOR, P
MEDICINE CASES.

Inquiries promptly answered, and Catalogues sent. Address,

BERENDSOHN BROS., 23 John St,.
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT
for July, 1875; $1.50.

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS;
4th edition; cloth, $4.25.

SALTER'S DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY;
cloth, $4.50.

BEARD & ]ROCKWELL'S MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ELECTRICITY.

Second edition, revised, enlarged and mostly rewritten. With 200 illustrations.

Cloth, $6.25; leather, 87.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second edition; cloth, $4.50.

PARRISI'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, $5.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS; $1.50.

SWAIN'S MANUAL OF SURGJCAL EMERGENCIES.
Illustrated; $2.00.

CLAY'S HANDBOOK OF OBSTETRIC SURGERY.

Third editioi; 82.25.

PAVY ON FOODS AND DIETETICS. $4.75.

FLINT'S PIYSIOLOGY.
Volume 5 completing the work. Special Senses: Gonoration.

Cloth, $4.50.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON,
Publishers & Importers.I

12 K:I]S:'G- STR-iE T E!AST,
TOR O TO.
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
APPARATUSES FOR

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anæsthesia,
Y the Atomizer, any medicated liquid may be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled intO the

air-cells, thus.opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15.) kilsg
,opening a newIt consists of the sphere-sh aped br ase boiler A, steam outlet tube B, Ivt P,:> OP

box C, formed to recive rubber packing through which the atomizing tubed a 11
ID I steain tight, and by menus of which tubes of various sizes may be tightly hethe it

any force of stenm. by screwing down the coverwhile the packing is warin; re
valve E, capable of graduation for high or low pressure by the spring Or 

5
%tho 1

top, the non-conducting handle F, by which the boiler may be lifted whi a eI N dicament cup and cup-holder G, the support Il, iron base I 1, the glass fac op
with oval mouth-piece connected by the elatic band K with the cradie L Wy he-
staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand M M, where it may be fixed at an

. angle required by the milled screw N. a 0041
The waste cup, medicament cup andlamp are held in their places in suchhel rlri

that they cannot fall ont when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or er

All its joints ., re bard soldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion (fr r
any attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, to fr'0 f0
scald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixth 0ube
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing bOto
water, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render tà 0. l

. service for many years, and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price bO '
Fig. 15. The complete Steam Atomizer. parts, nickel plated, additional, $2.50. Neatly made, strong black walnut

convenienthandle, additional $2.50. b."

B The most desirable hand apparatus. Rubber warranted of aon "
A quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat &do r

perfectly in all positions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubes on I
us for Local Anuesthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extraction th .

F halation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplied Wjib did
C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied

rections for use. $,Ob

colAw a) MT <LEFF, rEvery steam Apparatus ils tested with steamn, at very high pressure- A'
0
,

apparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perfec
HAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two glass

tubes. ................................... 2
THE BOSTON ATOMIZER with two glass Atomizing tubes.'0

Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Atoiuizing Apparatus. " TREMONT " ...
Pat. March 24 1868. GL ASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warra n

perfect. .......... ............ ...... .............. .............. ...................................
PERFUME ATOMIZER, nickel plated, for toilet use................. ....................................
SILVER SPRAY " ....................... . ..
NICKEL PLATED TUBES, for Local AnSsthesia and for Inhalation .. .. .... .......... .. .....
RHIGOLENE for Loca' Anuestbesia, best quality, packed ......... ............... 0
NASAL DOUHE, for treating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varietice, oaca with two nozzles pa50 a

1.50, 2.00, 2.5
N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sont with the order, cither in form of draft, post-office order, or re

letter. Igr For complete illustrated price-list of Apparatus, Tubes, &c.. see pamphlet.
Will send by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreign ut

"Inhalation of Atomized Liquids," with formule of those successfully enployed. Also, an article by Dr. L. W. Thudic t
C.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formulS. Also an illustrated descriptioi 0
Apparatu8 for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anæesthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.

Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental Instru 00St 0

13 and 15 TREMONT STRRET,
H ,J, ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also the Pamphlet mentioned

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

HE attention of the Medical profession is called to the great benefit that has been derived by those who have fd
necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use bas been to those who are suffering from partial he

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the.Uterus, and in Leucorrhoea, depending on those defects : by removing t t

it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service to persons suffering from a lax, or pendulous ie 0
abdominal walls, and during pregnancy, it furnishes the much needed support to the Abdomen. A perinea
also be attached to the Supporter when required. ell

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its e
and efficiency :-
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. McIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.
N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton.
J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry Jb Ridley, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.
M. Laveil, M.D., Kingston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E.; Toronto.
W. H. BlackWtock, M.D., Hiliedale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd,, Toronto.

Pmos, from $7 to $10. Please seond measurement uround largest part of the hipa.
MRS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West, To
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âme IL GE3MBIG,
MANUFACTURER OF,

SUIRGICAL
AND

>THOPEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIIA

Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermic Syringes
elaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallie
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &c.

trMtd Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

SHADY LAWN,

GOTHIC STREET, NORTHAMPTON MASS.

A MeDICAL Home for Invalids. Diseases Of the mind
and nervous system; diseases of women ; chronie dis-
Circulars, with reference, at offi3e of this journal.

• THOMPSON, A.M., M.D. (Harv.),
Formerly of Northampton Lunatic Hospital.

PER DAy.--Agents Wanted ! All classes of work-
$20 ng People, f t ither sex youn or old make more

ý:4% ork for us in thoi1r @pare momnentp, or ail the time. than
else. Parteulars free. Post ca d to States costt but

AddresS G. 8TINSON & CO., Portland. Maine,

G. OTTO & SONS,
(SUCEESSORS TO OTTo A REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SR GICAL

oTHOPŒDICA ANDINSTRUMENTS,

Trusses, Abdominal Sup-

porters, Shoulder Braces.

Stockings for VaricoseVeins,

Crutches, Skeletons,

AnatOmical Preparations,
Electric Machines, Ear

Trumpets,

Apparatus for Inhalation,

FINE CUTLERY, &c.

Paratus for Bow-legs.)

o. 64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

9r Repairing neatly done.

T HE Session of 1875-6 will commence Oct. r, 1875, and
continue for six months.

A course separate, but equal, for women.

FEES.-To residents of Michigan, $25 for the first year;

$15 for each subsequent year. To all others, $45 for the

first year ; $20 for each subsequent year.

For circulars containing full information, address
DEAN OF THE MEDICAL FAcULTY,

Ann Arbor, Michigan.

BURRINGTON'S
(DR. WADSWORTH'S)

UTERINE ELEVATORs
mot simple and practical of any Stem Pesary ever

inoented made of india Rubber, without lead, unirri-
tating, of easy application, and unfailingly keeps the womb
in its natura position. The first-class physicians in Provi-
dence, and emiateu practitioners in almost every State, hikhly
recommend it. A pamphlet describing it, and testimonials of
distinguished Physicians, aiso Price List, sent on application.

H. H. BURRINGTON,
Sole Proprietor, Providence, R. I.

Aise for sale by dealers in Surgical Instruments generally

Agent's Outfit Free.

LIB

Large Commissions and Cash Premiums
FOR SELLING A

RARY OF FAMOUS FICTI
COMPRISING THE TEN

jeweM of Imaginative Literature;

PilgriT's Progress,

R obinson Crusoe,
Gulliver's Travels,

Vicar of Wakefeld,
Paul and Virginia,
Elizabeth,

Vathek, -,

Undie, Tales from Arabian Nights,

Complete ,n ONE VOLUME of over 1,000 pages, beautifully

ILLUSTRATED with 34 fu1 page Engravings.

It is the WORLD'S STOR«y BOOK, and ail want te rad

it. Agent's Outfit free to ail who mean business and wUl

faithful canv D, & CO., Ontario Offlee,
40 Eing St. West,

HAMILTON, ONT.

DA LANCET.

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.,

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DRUGS, CHEM1CALS, TR USSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDS' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

ON,
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Detroit Medical College.
SESSIONS OF 1875-76.

PRELIMINARY SESSION opens September 1st, and con-
tinues one month.

REGULAR SESSION opens October 6th, and continues
five months.

RECITAT1ON SESSION opens March 10th, 1875, and con-
tinues four months.

Three Hospitals and two large Dispensaries furnish an
abundance of clinical material for illustrative and practical
teaching. One or u:ore clinics is held daily.

Al lectures are delivered on Hospital grounds, Senior
students have daily practice in the art of examining patients.

The peculiar feature of this school is the intimate union
between its clinical and didactic instruction.

FEES for Preliminary and Regular Sessions : Matricula-
tion, $5; Hospital fees (good for one year), $10 ; Lecture
fees. $40 ; Graduation, $25; Lecture fees to third course
students, $25.

For the Recitation term, the lecture fees are $10 to those
who attend the other courses. All others are required to
matriculate and take out Hospital tickets.

Announcement or further information can be promptly
obtained by addressing

LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretary,
94 Cass Street, Detroit, Micb.

ROYAL COLLEGE
?UV8OGANS AND suftGEoN

IN AFFILIAT1ON WITH

Queen's University, Kingston.
J. R. DICKSON jatt: I.

ON, M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond.;
Eng. ; F.R.C.S. Edin. ; President and Prof.
Surgery. . d

FIFE FOWLER, M. D., L.R.C.S. Edin. Registrar
Prof. of Materia Medica. .e

HORATIO YATES, M.D. Principles and Practce
Medicine, and Clinical Medicine. of

MICHAEL LAVELL, M.D. Obstetrics and Diseases
Women and Children. .

MICHAEL SULLIVAN, M.D. Surgery and sur
Anatomy.

OCTAVIUS VATES, M.D. Institutes of Medicin
Sanitary Science.

THOMAS R. DUPUIS, M.D. Descriptive and Reg
Anatomy.

JAMES NEISH, M.D, Botany. • rc
NATHAN F. DUPUIS, M.A. Chemistry and

Chemistry.
ALFRED S. OLIVER, M.D. Medical Jurisprudeniid.
HERBERT J. SAUNDERS, M.D. M.R.C.S. Eng

Practical Anatomy. , 000The next winter Session begins on the lst Wednesday of â
1875. Students attending this College iay obtain either the de
M. D. or the Licence of the College. Certificates of atteinôdo 00
recognized by the London and Edinburgh Colleges. TheCo 1building, which is beine newly fitted up, is commodious and
lent. Unequalled facilities are presented for the study of 1.1et
Anatomy, and great advantages are afforded for Clinical instru cD
the General Hospital, and Hotel Dieu. Further information
had on application to the Registrar.

FIFE FOWLER, M.1)., L.R.C.S-

J. E. STEWARD,
OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH

AND

1 FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS,
AND THE

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS
OF ENGLAD AND AMERICA.

By Special Appointment.

406 and 66 Strand, 54 Cornhill and 63 St. Paul's Churchyard,
LO'DoN, ENGLAND.

J. H. STEWARD'S NEW FIELD GLASS, " THE DUKE,"6: as supplied to Sir Garnet Wolseley's Staff for the Ashantee
Expedition--the finest Binocular now made.

SOLE MAKER of the celebrated "Lord Bury" Telescope, £3 los. nd b
J. H. STEWARD'S £3 3s. EDUCATIONAL MICRosCOPE, complete in Cabinet, with set of three powera, 1, alive box, stage forceps and tweezers, including " Half hours with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester. tbe
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, gratis, post-free, or on application to the " Canada Lancet" office, where a sampMicroscope may be seen.

MI CROS C OPY.

RTIIUR JUKES JOHNSON. M.B., M.R.C.S., Eng., FellowA Royal Miscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microscopy,
Trinity College,c Tronto. Microscopical examinations of Diseases and
Excreta of the body; also, of Toxicological conditions in connexion
with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils.

Yorkville, Toronto,

PRACTICE FOR SALE.

PRACTICE for sale in a good loi-ality, with 110
Pa of an acre of land. Practice worth about
year.

Address,-" LANCET OFFCI,'
Toronto•
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BOSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Second Annual Announcement,.1875-76.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

tn4tLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. ROBERT T. EDES, M.D., Assistant Prof. of Materia Medica.

4LEW ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Physiology.

S . JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anato Y. CHABLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.
B. . JACKS, M.D., Prof r of Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.

R W. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. FREDERI . KNIGHT, MD., Instructor in Percussion,

O Y .B I TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.
ofkLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetrios J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.

of E.ABUnd C H Jurisprudence. P REGINALD Il. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Patholo-

{ adMedical Jurisprudence.OIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theoryý THOMAS aWAnat Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histology.
and Practice of Medicine. . A D J.WO , M.D., istnt or of hemisry.
P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Cbemistry.

b'tY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of

D W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. Anatom .
C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. WILILLS, M.D., Instructer in Chemistry.

Other Instructors:

"RANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, JR., M.D., on Syphilis.

GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, Instructor in Obstetrics.
d. ORNE GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., on Otology.
JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., on Diseases of Women. CHARLES P. pUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of Cbildren.

011ARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of Children.

JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseaes of the Nervous System.

11E plan of Study was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching

and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. This year begins September 30,1875, and ends on
g o last Wednesday in June, 1876; it is divided into two equal terms, with a recess of one week between them. Either

bi t Ose two terms is more than equivalent to the former " Winter Session," as regards the amount and character of the

st rnctlon. The course of instruction bas been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over tree years, and has been so

Ita çged as to carry the student progressively and systematically from one subject to another in a just and natural order.

subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy,

to, the usual methods of instruction. . o to i hel the ed o r
nIlstead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the three

trs' period of study, a series of examinations on ail the main subjecas of iedical instruction bas been distributed

U1gl1 the whole three years ; snd every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactory examinatiun in every one of

Principal departments of medical instruction during bis period of study.
DIVISION OF STUDIES.

Por the First Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.

or the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, PathologicaI Anatomy, Thory and Practice of Medicine,

rical Medicine, Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
for the Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

Ri'cal Surgery.. f danprfcey.Suetwhbgntei
rmStudents are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiencY. Students who began their

essional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing; but ail persons who apply for admission to the

or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the clasa to whicb tbey seek

SSion. Examinations are held in the following order:-
At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general ChemistrY o

" " secondyear-Medical ChemstyeMteri edica anPractice of Medicinle, Clinical Medicine, and
ci hircodya-ei Cheînistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.

i third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory an
Surgery.

to Examinations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning Septemb r 27tb. Students who do not intend

Sffer themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one tern or more. Any student may

ten, without an examination, a certificate of bis period of connection with tbe scoul.

eQUIREMENTs FOR A DEGRFE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must bave studied medicine three

Puyears, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and bave

Ob esenlted a thesis• rdae fMdcne diinlfclte
fçqCOURSE FoP GRADUATES.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates f Medicine, additional facilities

b u tIt ljirsuing clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as may ecially interest them, the Faculty ba

b% lished a course which comprises the following branches :--Physiology, MHie ne ermatolg il Pyatho-

in gery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyseho-

cal Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, GynScology and Obstetrics.

Single branches may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also the erivilege of attending any of the other

4 reies of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ail other dgt accorded by the Universiy

III b6 granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at tbis University,

i11 be admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study in the Graduates' course.

t.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduates,

1rse, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120 ; and for single courses such fees as are specified in the Cata-

% 6• Payment in advance.httatedetueanraitiusnayohr
d Members of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatilous in any other

Partment without paying additional fees.

leor further information, or Catalogue, address
DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mass.

* In and after September, 1877, an examination on entrance will be required. For particulars see Catalogue.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the ProfessiOn

generally, to sorne of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unifOr"'
strength of which can be guaranteed.

GE NUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANCREATI1N

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be the
only remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the Medical
Profession. No small portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatable
to the'most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In all
cases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, Pancreatic
Emulsion.and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuring
strength and appetite ; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunet to the Oil, which they
assist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with W
if shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparation 1"prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is large

used in England.
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliable combination of Pancreatine with'

Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.
PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests all kinds of Food-the FARINAcEOUs, FIBRI

and OLEAGINOUS, (being a combination of the se
active principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.) b

Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starcb

BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and R
Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and .

digested Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of emploI
Starch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishfn
in the most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA for Asthma and Chronie BronchitIO'
Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefuiness in cases of short and difficult breatin%
spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in ail forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the Dorni'
and America.

Mineral Waters of Vals.
IN a general manner, the springs SaintJean, Precieuse,

Desiree, Rigolette, Magdeleine, by their alkalinity,
fluidify the liquids of the abdominal organs, and com-
municate to them a reparative impulse. They increase
and facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-
ration. They disaggregate the molecules which con-
stitute, by their union, gravel or calculus of the kidneys
or of the liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatic colics.
They ward off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
violence ; they prevent green sickness by restoring regu-
lar movenents to the organs; they awaken vital motion ,
neutralise the acidities and dispel the heaviness of the
stomach, pre pare it for easy digestion, and give,in short, to
the whole economy a comfort that one would vainly seek
elsewhere.

Natural Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
" The chlorides of sodium and magnesium and bromide of

magnesium which the bitter water of Friedricbshall contains,
places it amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I
regard this spring as a real treasure, whose great value must
be recognized by aIl who have experienced its salutary and
beneficlal effects."1

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG.

Vechy, Water Company,
27 MARGARET ST., REGENT ST., LONDON.

Exportation of ail French and German Waters, Wines,
Brandies, etc.

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New Yorks
(UNDER THE CoLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEO'S

Manufacturers and Importers$

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopodical Instrument

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

The Manufacture and Importatto" "f °e" c

article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postae-
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kJLES AND REGULATIONS ADOPTED
ANI) PUBLISHED BY THE BOARD OF
UEALTH FOR THE STATE OF MICHI-
GAN.

BY H. B. BAKER, M.D., LANSING, MICH.

For Prevention of Disease.

1--No privy-vault, cesspool, or reservoir into
Which a privy, water-closet, stable or sink is drained,
except it be water tight, shall be estabhished or
Prrnitted within fifty feet of any well, spring, or
Other source of water used for drinking or
Culinary purposes.

'.-Earth privies, or earth closets, with no vault
belW the surface of the ground, shall be excepted

' Rule i, but sufficient dry earth or coal ashes
st be used daily to absorb all the fluid parts ol

the deposit, and the entire contents must be
re1oved monthly.

3.-All privy vaults, cesspools, or reservoirs
4Med in Rule i should be cleaned out at leasl

0e a year ; and from the first of May to the firsi
November of each year shall be thoroughly dis
ected by adding to the contents of the vault
ce every month, one or two pounds of coppera

fsolved in a pailful of water.
4--No privy vault or cesspool shall open into

Stream, ditch, or drain, except common
ewers.
5--Within the limits thus bounded .--

>hich area.shall constitute health limits, no nigh
soil or contents of cesspool shall be removed unles:
pre'i 0usly deodorized by mixing with solution o
bPPeras ; and during removal the material shal
e cOvered with a layer of fresh earth, except th
e4oval be by the " Odorless Excavating Process.

6·-All1 sewer drains that pass within fifty'feet o

DA LANCET.

any source of water used for drinking or culinary
purposes shall be water tight.

7.-No sewer drain shall empty into any lake,
pond, or other source of water used for culinary
purposes, nor into any standing water within the

jurisdiction of this Board.
8.-No garbage, materials manufactured in

whole or in part of wool, silk, leather, India rubber,
etc., or other materials which evolve oflensive

gases during combustion, shall be burned within

the health limits of this corporation [or township].
9.-No house offal, dead animais, or refuse of

any kind shall be thrown upon the streets or left

exposed by any person, and no butcher, fish-

monger or vendor of merchandise of any kind,
shall leave any refuse upon the streets, or uncovered

by earth upon the lots of this city [village or town-

ship]; and all putrid and decaying animal or vege-

table matters must be removed from all cellars and

out buildings, on or before May first in each year.

io.-All families, hotels, restaurants and others,

accumulating garbage are required to have a proper

covered receptacle for swill and house offal, and to

cause the contents to be regularly removed as often

as twice a week between the first day of May and

the first day of November, and once a week at

all other seasons.

1 1.- Between the first day of May and the first

day of November, no hogs shall be kept within

the limits named in Rule 5, except in pens with

floors, kept entirely free from standing water, and

regularly and freely disinfected; and during the

months naned no hogs shall be kept elsewhere

t within the jurisdiction of this board within eighty

t rods of any dwelling, except in pens with dry

floors, or kept free from standing water. This

Board will order the renoval of such animals at

any time, when they appear to be prejudicial to

to the public health, safety, or comfort.

1 2.- No animals affected with an infectious or

contagious disease, shall be brought or kept within

the limits of the jurisdiction of this Board, except

by permission of the Board. No diseased

t animal, or its flesh, and no decayed, diseased, or

s unfit meat, fish, vegetables, or fruit, or diseased,

f impure, or adulterated milk or other article, shall

h be sold or offered for sale as food.

e 13 .- No slaughter house or abattoir shal be

established or used as such within the limits

f specified in Rule 5, and none elsewhere within the
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jurisdiction of this Board, unless kept free from all
obnoxious smells, and all offal be removed every
day ; and no melting or rendering house, and no
place for manufacturing or other business giving
rise to obnoxious or injurious vapors or odors, shall
be established or used as such within the jurisdic
tion of this Board, except by its special permission
and location.

For Preventing the spread of Infectious and
Contagious Diseases.

14.-Every child should be vaccinated before
two years of age; and this Board recommends
that all persons be re-vaccinated as often as once in
five years.

15-.-All incorporated manufacturing companies
within the jurisdiction of this Board shall cause
each new employé to be vaccinated on entrance,
unless proof is furnished of previous successful
vaccination.

16.-No person shall become a member of any
public school within the jurisdiction of this Board
until vaccinated, or furnishing a certificate froin
some physician that he or she has been successfully
vaccinated.

17.-Any householder in whose dwelling there
shall occur a case of cholera, yellow fever, scarlet
fever, diphtheria or small-pox, shall immediately
notify the Board of Health of the same, and until
instructions are received from the Board, shall not
permit any clothing or other property that may
have been exposed to infection to be removed
from the house, nor shall any occupant take up
residence elsewhere without the consent of the
Board.

i8.-Any physician who may be called to a case.
of any of the diseases specified in the foregoing
rule shall at once report such case to the Board
and receive instructions in regard thereto ; and
whenever there shall come under the observation
of any physician such number of cases of scarlet
fever, measles, typhoid fever, diphtheria, dysentery,
or cerebro-spinal meningitis as in his opinion to
justify the belief that a considerable epidemic
thereof exists, he shall at once report the same to
the Board, with such suggestions in regard thereto
as may seem to him best.

19.-No pe;son or article liable to propagate a
dangerous disease shall be brought within the juris-
diction of this Board without the special consent

and direction of the Board ; and whenever it sha
come to the knowledge of any person that such
person or article has been brought within SUCb
limits, he shall immediately give notice thereof to

this Board, together with the location thereof-
20.-No person sick with any of the disease

specified in Rule 17 shall be removed at any te
except by permission and under direction of the
Board.

21.-Persons affected with any of the diseases

pecified in Rule 17, and all articles infected b
the sane, shall be immediately separated fron1 .
persons liable to contract or communicate the diq
ease, and none but physicians, nurses, and the
clergyman of the family be allowed access tO P'
sons sick with these diseases.

22.-Persons recovering from any of the diseas5
specified in the preceding rules, and their nurs'
shall not leave the premises till they have bee0

thoroughly bathed, and their clothing disinfect
by washing in boiling water, or heating tO 250
Fah.

23.-All vessels used by such patients shall V
disinfected by solution of carbolic acid or chloride
of lime, then emptied, their contents buried 11

earth, and the vessel cleansed with boiling water.
24.-All pers onal clothing, bedding, towels, e

and all articles in contact with or used by t
patient, shall be washed in boiling water, or e
posed to a temperature of 250° Fah.

25.-Infected feather beds, pillows, and ha
mattresses shall have their contents removed
disinfected by thorough!y exposing then tO th
fumes of burning sulphur, and their ticks was
in boiling water, but no article shall be burn
without the direction of the Board. Infecte
straw beds and excelsior mattresses shall have theïr
contents removed and buried, and their ti
washed in boiling water. The Board earnestly
asks the co-operation of every individual to secU
the desirable sanitary conditions, to promote Wh1c
the foregoing rules are framed.

DAMIANA.-Some of our American exchae5
make mention of a plant, new to the " snes
world," called Damiana, which is said to Po i
powerful aphrodisiac properties. It grOWs t
Mexico. The tincture and extract of both thý
root and leaves is used. It is also stated that It
increases the flow of urine.
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CASE OF COMPLETE INGUINAL HERNIA

-STRANGULATED.

BY H. P. YEOMANS, A.B., M.D., MOUNT FOREST.

A. B., aged i9-healthy and of robust constitu-
tion , has worn a truss for congenital hernia until
Within the last three years. The tumour descended

acsionally since he discontinued wearing the
tss, but lie always detected it in the inguinal
talal and immediately reduced it.

A'ug. 30, 7 a.m., vhile working with a horse rake
his attention being diverted by the restlessnesss of
the horses, the intestine descended into the scro-

. Dr. Ecroyd, Mount Forest, was called, and
und an indirect inguinal hernia of the right side,
hich after reasonable efforts of taxis with chloro-

form, he concluded was irreducible.

to a.m.-The scrotum was now becoming more
tse, swollen and tender to the touch, and the

Ptoms were gradually getting more serious and
4rgen1t. A consultation was deemed advisable and

ee sent for. Taxis was again resorted to, pre-
thred by an enema of olive oil administered
t4rough a rubber tube introduced as far as possible
"1 the descending colon. Chloroforn, application of

d and other adjuvants to taxis. were also called
eo requisition, but all failed. As there appeared to

a considerable quantity of flatus in the im-
Drsoned intestine, it was then thought that an
4Pirator might lessen the volume of the hernia and

s reduction be effected by taxis. This also
kiled.

ti P.m.-We decided to operate at day-light
ett morning, and invite the assistance of a third

With this view gave Pul. Opii. gr. i every two
Othree hours.

Aug. 31, 7 a.m., passed a tolerably comfortable
4ht, but vomited occasionally-pulse 85-tem.
erature 1020. With the additional assistance of Dr.

, Mount Forest, the operation was proceeded
At the commencement the hæmorrhage

the congested superficial veins caused some
de aY. A stricture at the external opening was
telieved, and an attempt was made to reduce the
41testine without opening the sac. This failed and

sac was carefully laid open. The intestine
1lediately rose fully distended with gas. A

.ricture at the neck of the sac was discovered,4 ided, and the intestine carefully returned. While

returning it we noticed its great length and dark
congested but otherwise healthy appearance. After
dividing the superficial fascia there was no bleeding
The wound was carefully sponged with warm car-
bolized water; all emphysema was removed from
the areolar tissue, and a solution of carbolic acid

and glycerine 3 j ad 3 j immediately thereafter
applied to the exposed external portions of the
wound. Ordinary hemp sutures soaked in the
solution of glycerine and carbolic acid were used
in closing the wound.

A deep suture was first inserted through the con

joined tendon on the inner side and through the

skin on the outer side of the wound. In this case

the cord was not embraced in the suture. Four

additional sutures were inserted through the integu-
ment only-two on each side of the deep suture. A

small piece of surgeons lint dipped in the carbolic

acid solution was now laid on the line of wound,

and a pad of folded lint soaked in the same solu-

tion placed over that. Glycerine was now poured

around the edges of the pad so as completely to

exclude the air. This was retained in situ by

strips of adhesive plaster accurately applied from

side to side. A large compress was now adjusted

so as to exert considerable pressure on the in-

guinal canal. A bandage around the hips and

under the nates made everything firm. The patient

was laid in bed with shoulders raised and knees

drawn up, and kept perfectly quiet. Pul. Opii

gr. j every hour for three hours.

g P.m.-Pulse 8o ; little pain ; tongue brown in

the centre and white at the edges ; temperature

1030; testicle swollen. Pul. Opii. gr. j with an

occasional grain of calomel as circumstances indi-

cated every two or three hours.

Sept. Ist, 1o a.n.-Pulse 65 ; temperature nearly

normal ; slept four hours in the morning ; some

tympanites ; tongue moister ; testicle, epididymus,

and cord very much swollen.
8p.m.-Pulse 80 ; tenperature, 1020; had been

excited during the afternoon by inquisitive visitors

cord and testicle more swollen ; applied lotion of

Plumbi acetas, and morphia; continued opium

and occasionally calomel.
Sept. 2.-1 a.m. Better ; slept after this. 12 m.

Removed two lower stitches-wound ?healed by

adhesion-first intention.
Septe. 3.--I0 a.îl. Feels better. 8 p.m. Gave an

enema of olive oit and turpentine which passed
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without fæces. i i p.m. Had a natural action of the
bowels.

Sept. 4.-12 m. Rose out of bed and had a full
free evacuation of the bowels ; removed the deep
stitch ; found a little laudable pus around it, and
the wound inclined to spread at this point ; con-
cluded it should have been removed Sept. 2nd;
took out the remaining two stitches.

Sept. 5.-A dose of castor oil and turpentine
passed through the bowels.

Sept. 7.-Wound healing superficially at the point
of deep suture by second intention. Ung. hyd.
nit. et Iodine co. applied to reduce the hardness
and swelling of the testicle.

Remars.-In using the aspirator, we formed a
vacuum, then inserted a No. 2 needle (Dieulafoy's)
into the tumour. A little bloody serous fluid with
some bubbles of gas appeared passing through the
glass of the tube. The volume of the hernia did
not decrease sufficiently to render it capable of
reduction. I cannot explain why we did nlot suc-
ceed. We felt justified in trying aspiration as the
mortality in strangulated hernia has been con-
siderably lessened thereby. The deep suture should
have been removed forty-eight hours after the
operation when healing by first intention had taken
place along the whole line of wound. Pressure on
the inguinal canal increased the swelling of the
testicle. Exclusion of the air, carbolized ligatures,
adhesion by first intention, pressure along the in-
guinal canal with one deep suture and four super-
ficial, contributed to healing rapidly, completely,
and firmly, so that a radical cure may.be expected.

INSTRUMENT FOR THE ARREST OF
EPISTAXIS.

BY SALVATORE CARO, M.D., NEW YORK.

If the epistaxis prove obstinate, endangering the
life of the patient, it is always proper to resort to
mechanical means for its arrest, by plugging the
nose posteriorly with Zurnoff's sound or Bellocque's
canula, and anteriorly with sponges, bits of linen,
or patent lints. The india-rubber bag is the latest
and best instrument for this purpose. My prefer-
ence is for anterior plugging, for the following
reasons:

i. The alarm created by the paraphernalia and
difficulty of drawing the plug into the posterior
nares is generally very great.

2. The inflammation caused by the pressure
upon the delicate parts, and the consequent pro-
fuse suppuration and poisoning of the system 1)D
the absorption of putrid matter.

3. The uncertainty of arresting the hæmorrhage
by the unequal pressure, and the increasing dan
ger of its renewal by tearing the newly-foral
membrane.

4. The blood having its free exit intercePted'
finds its way into the cranial cavity, and may cause
tetanic convulsions and death by pressure UP
the encephalic mass.

The india-rubber bag, to which I have referencel
is the one shown and described in the diagram."

.-.... Dr. Luigi Malavasi,

Modena, in 1843, q
us the first knowled
this instrument, and
1871, Dr. Kucheil-ie
ter, of Dresden, perfe
ed it. But the last chan
which I have made isi
think, an improverne0t
upon the latter.
consists simply in th

change of tubing froin
elastic to non-elastic.
this alteration, a
traction can be nade eP
on the bag and
easily adjusted, and t
the help of an ead
bougie can be r
passed from the anteri

fosea
to the posterior o
and, when in situiced'
be inflated with C
water or air. The tub

a. Natural size of the bag. is tied with stron
b. Line of the inflated bag. lliag
c. Insertion of the non-elastic tube and by gently pn l ,
d. Silk thread to tie the tube after Wtlu t

inflation. tubing, the bag
e. Natural size and length of the js ts upontbele-

non-elastic tube. .lust isl pntheIOYls'ing parts and arrest the hæmorrhage. If th e
taxis should continue, the bag, without renS
can be collapsed and afterwards re-inflated, s

to form a stronger pressure.
If offensive suppuration should cause ith

by collapsing the bag the nose can be washe f

any detergent, and the danger of the absorp een
deleterious matter removed. My first exPe

_.dâ
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1 its use was in April, 1873, in the cases of two tance of 16 feet. Some of the bones of the foot
b0ýs, both suffering from severe epistaxis, one were supposed to have been broken. There is pain

ysbh uf farld o m seve otpta, bon at every step, and the patient walks upon the heel.
by a f stairs, by The foot is bent outwards by the contracted pero-

%vhilst playing ball. Local remedies and external nei, and any attempt to press it inwards causes

pressure proving unsuccessful, the india-rubber bag severe pain. With the assistance of Dr. Sylvester,

"nmediately arrested the hæmorrhage, without giv_ I divided the tendons of the peronei subcutaneous-

'ng the slightest inconvenience, as testified by the ly, a little above the malleolus ; next day the pain

Patients themselvescMed. Record s ceased, and the motions of the joint were fully
restored.

STIFFNESS 0F THE ANKLE, NOTES ON THE CLIMATE AND SOME

BY W. KERR, M. D., GALT. OF THE EPIDEMIC DISEASES OF
BY w. KER, . D. GAL. - ONTARIO.*

There is a rare condition of the ankle which I B J N . U I .D

4'e not observed mentioned by any author. BY JOHN A. MULLIN, M.D., HAMILTON, ONT.

erybody has experienced the pain occasioned by The climate of the greater part of the older set-

" accidental twist of this joint. In the affection tled portions of the Province of Ontario is much
a'n about to mention, walking on hard, rough warmer than that of Quebec or the Maritime Pro-

nold produces similar pain at every step unless vinces; the isothermal line showing an annual

t4e greatest care be exercised in setting down the mean temperature of 45, which passes from the

fot; but there is no pain however long the indivi- southern part of Nova Scotia, is traced westward

4eU walks or stands on a level floor or smooth grass through Kingston, Port Hope and Goderich, thus
%tard. On examination the foot and ankle have showing a large part of Western Ontario south of

e*61tly their natural appearance, there are neither this line. The line indicating a mean temperature

elling, discoloration, nor pain on pressure. A of 70o during the summer months, passes through

eO8er examination, however, will detect contraction Niagara, London and Sarnia, while that indicating

f the peronei muscles, in some persons more, in the same temperature as Halifax, 62°.4 in the sum-

rthers less. On attempting to turn the heel in- mer, passes through Montreal, westward, north o

rds it will be found that this is resisted by the almost the entire settled part of Ontario. Th

Peronei, which become rigid; the heel, in fact, is line indicating an equal mean temperature of 20'

It exactly beneath the leg, o r at least cannot for the winter months, passes through Frederick

comodate itself to uneven ground, and in walk- ton (N. B.), St. John (Que.), Cornwall (Ont), and

g a preference is given to foot-paths, the inclina- westward, north of the latitude of Collingwood

of which is slightly higher on the outer than and Owen Sound, on the Georgian Bay.

r the inner side of the foot. This affection is The climate of Ontario is more particularl

48'11y the result of an injury possibly years shown by the following tables, which are made ul

teeiounsly . from the tables of the Education Office, Toronto

he remedy is subcutaneous section of the and also from the Meteorological Reports of Prot

Onei, which is best accomplished a short dis- Kingston, Toronto. The tables represent th

ce above the outer ankle where their tendons temperature for fotr years, and although it migh

4eOrUe tense and prominent on the heel being be desirable in some respects to compare th

se-8ed inwards. No apparatus requires to be results of observations through a longer period

irneither is it necessary to give absolute rest to
e foot ; indeed, occasionally standing for a short yet, for the present report, I have been obliged, b

%)Or )walking across the apartment, has seemed the limited time for preparation, to present onl~

t thBthe easiest plan for ietaining the flexibility these. The tables, showing the monthly mea
nt the ankle, obtained by the section of the ten- temperatures of eleven places, are based on th

, an operation which, in every instance, has re- results of observations for a more extended period
8led ini a complete and permanent cure. These notes were prepared for the Committee on Cli

Since writing the above, I have operated upon matology of the Canadian Medical Association, but throug
'other patient having stiffness of the ankle. He delay in mailing, they did not reach Halifax in time for th

e Was a painter, and the injury to the ankle occurred meeting.
about 7 months ago, by falling from a ladder a dis-

f

t

e

h
e
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TABLES OF TEMPERATURE, RAIN AND SNOW-FALL OF ELEVEN CITIES AND TOWNS OF
ONTARIO, FOR FOUR YEARS-r87o TO 1873, INCLUSIVE.

1870.

TEMPERATURE. -

Annual mean ..... ...... .42.46 45.60 46.53 45.25 46.14 4593 46.52 44.95 48.06 48.39 49.36
Mean daily range ........ 21.66 22.12 24.64 28.94 18.84 15.70 15-90 16.70 24.72 19.0 18-71
Greatest daily range ...... 53.-30 ... ... 47.60 52.40 43.70 36.20 35.00 39-50 4 .10 37.30 38.60
Highest temperature ...... 98.50 97.0 95.60 95.00 94.40 88.40 90.20 88.70 101.80 95.00 96.20
Lowest temperature ..... -33.0 -18.7 -15.9 -24.5 -17.5 - 6.6 - 3.4 - 8.6 - 9.9 - 5.0 - 7-oWarnest month .......... June. July. June. June. June. July. July. June. July. July. Jul7-Mean temp., warmest mo.. 70.46 73.76 70.84 71.94 71.46 68.8o 68.o7 67.60 72.10 70.26 72.72Coldest month............ Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'y. Feb'Y
Mean temp., coldest month. 10.35 15.06 17.69 17.30 18.57 21.50 21.75 19.79 23.14 23.79 24

RAIN AND SNOW-FALL.

Number of rainy days .... 93 57 103 86 97 î16 120 102 107 83 ror
Depth of ra in inches .... 18.4598 ....... 22.5008 23-938 27.891 33.898 34-3198 34.1598 36.5095 36.4909 24.39Total depth of rain and meit-I 1ed snow ............ 27.9348 ....... 37.3383 35.228 42.461 46.188 46.7798 48.4198 48.6231 44.7909 32.91

1871.

TEMPERATURE.

Annual mean ............ 38.23 42.55 44.29 42.61 44.02 43.81 45.09 42.95 46.22 46-59 48.18Mean daily range ........ 22-39 20.00 24.06 28.86 19.19 16.46 18.05 î8.6î 25.27 20.02 19.95
Greatest daily range ...... 52.90 50.60 54.20 47-50 38.40 34.60 37-90 39-30 55.50 38.80 47.30
Highest temperature ...... 96.oo 89.80 94.40 93.70 88.30 89.50 90.70 86.60 90.oo 90.40 98.70Lowest temperature · · ·... -45.0 -24.7 -31.6 -38.5 -29.8 -21.0 -11.8 -16.4 -- 18.0 -128 9.3
Warmest month .......... August August August August August August August August August August August
Mean temp., warmest mo.. 64.48 68.68 69.28 68-5î 69.72 67.40 66.42 65.4 70.60 69.25 71
Coldest month............ January January Dec'br. Dec'br. January Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br.
Mean temp., coldest month. 4.22 10.27 17.59 14.45 15.41 19.90 21.65 17.74 21.40 21.82 21.

RAIN AND SNOW-FALL.

Number of rainy days .... 95 70 77 77 88 "10 90 82 79 78 67
Depth of ram in inches .... 18.1299 ....... 13.2917 21.678 21,235 22.771 17,8991 19.6461 26.3421 28.4330 16,897
Total depth of rain and melt-

ed snow ............ 28.1707 ....... 25.0042 29.523 29.585 32.731 27.4591 30.7861 31.5716 34.158024'

1872.

TEMPERATURE.

Annual mean ............ ... 41.21 +41-35 42.50 43.11 43-14 42.92 43.48 41.71 45 46 45.42 46.28
Mean daily range ........ .23.80 ........ 24.31 24.97 18.02 17.59 18.33 17.58 17.36 22.28 19.'
Greatest daily range ...... 64.90 ....... 53-00 59.10 35-30 37.80 36.20 32.60 41-30 55.10 39-30
Highest temperature...... 99.90 91.80 95.60 98.20 95.10 96.oo 92.40 88.80 95.20 97.00 97.20
Lowest temperature · ·.... -38.0 -28.5 -24.6 -23.2 -17.9 -13.8 -12.6 - 7.0 -11.0 -23.5 'lWarmest month .......... August July. August July. August July. July. July. July. July. Ju4-6Mean temp., warmest mo.. 73.23 68.69 69.55 72-57 71.66 70.16 69.29 69.46 73.74 7353 74Coldest month ............ Dee'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br. Dec'br.
Mean temp., coldest month. 10.411 11.74 15.81 14.04 15.67 18.67 20.13 15.83 19.75 19.66

RAIN AND SNOW-FALL.

Number of rainy dîys .... 62 99 ' 88 92 83 115 102 8o ro6 83 76Depth of ram in inches .... 21.4886 21.6310 20.9456 16.2647 19.029 18.588 20.3266 22.9466 10.4646 23.9957 18.5113
I'otal depth of rain and melt-

ed snow ....... ..... 28.48630.2060 28.631623.096 32.679 25.338 27.2786 32.1466 25.0879 27.005 5
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TEMPERATURE.
0 J .

lual mean ..... ...... no rep't 42.33 42.85 42.96 43.
an daily range ........ ...... . 21.11 34.86 24.88 18.
eatest daily range ...... ....... -. 44-80 49.08 46.20 35
ghest temperature ..... ....... 88.80 96.40 93-80 90
west temperature ...... ....... -22.3 -27.8 -27.3 -1
rnest month .......... ....... Juiy. July. July. Ju
an temp., warmest mo .. ....... 70.49 68.73 70.33 70
ldest month ................. January January January Jan

adest month. ...... 1300 1 15.22 11571 17

0 e

42.94 43-74 42.15 45.58
16.93 19.14 17.07 17.54

37.90 42.80 34.80 43-50
89.50 90.20 186-50 91.60

-18.4 -18.1 l-19.3 -14.5
July. August July. July.
68-36 70.24 67.63 72.27

January January Januaryi January
17.70 17.28 15.80 19.47

47-52
24.79

49.90
91.90

-25.6
July.74.90

O

46.88
19.11

46.oo
94.50

-27.1
July.
72.49

JanuarylJanuary
20.33 18.7732

RAIN AND SNOW-FALL.

llrtÂber of rainydays....... ... 98 88 94 86 110 115 90 88 95 76
ber of ain inches ........ .. 23.9299 17. 296219. 2403 21.332 20.2 20303 283897 29.893128.8267 24.0476

ta depth of rain and el26.84726.9977 35415 3612 31.9403139.0597 42.5566136.6868 33.7776

MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MEANS OF TEMPERATURE OF ELEVEN CITIES AND TOWNS

OF ONTARIO.

January Febr'ry. March. April. May. June. July. August. Sept'r. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annu'l

ernbroke.... 11.3 12.9 24.0 39-4 53-1 65.7 69.5 67.2 57.1 44.1 29.5 12.3 40.5

h rnwall .. . . 15.6 18.1 23.9 42-3 54.6 67.0 69.6 68.4 59.4 47.2 32.2 16.7 42.9

are19.5 20.0 26.0 41.2 52.9 64.9 70. 67.0 59.2 47.3 34.0 21.2 43.6

eteb r ' . 17.3 18.8 25.6 41-5 54.8 66.5 70.6 68. 2 5 8. 46 31.4 8.3 43.0

lleville .... 18.8 20.4 26.7 42.7 54.0 65.9 70.8 68.2 59.0 46.9 34-1 20.3 44.0

V iOIltoo. . . 23.1 23.0 29.4, 41.1 51.6 61.7 67,.4 66.2 58.1 45.9 36.4 25.6 44. 1

ench... 23.9 23.5 .3 41.8 51.6 62.9 68.o 66.9 59.5 47.9 35.7 24.7 44.5

tratford . . . . 20.2 21.4 24.9 41.8 52.2 62.8 67.1 65.0 57.0 45.4 34' 23.4 42.9

ilton.... 23.9 24.6 28.o 43.6 535 45.8 72.4 69.3 60.5 48.5 36.4 24.7 46.0

nc.oe.... 24.0 24.6 29.5 44.5 55.0 66.0 70.7 68.5 59.4 47.7 35.3 24.4 45.8
2ndsor ... 24.3 25.6 31.1 46.6 56.5 67 2.8 870.9 3 .

The climate of the Province of Ontario is of the great lakes, an unmodified continental climate.

o1rse subject to the operation of the sane gene- The characteristieS of a continental climate are

1a.l influences which affect, in a greater or less extreme heat in summer, and extreme cold in

degree, the whole eastern part of this continent. winter; and these are characteristic of Ontario,

Like the eastern part of Asia, the eastern part of though not equally characteristic of every part of it.

orth America possesses an exceedingly rigorous The meteorological observations that have -been

Qirnate ; the severity of which is supposed to be taken in different parts of the Province, show that

due to the current of cold water from the Arctic the diflerence between the mean winter and the

Ocean which flows southward along the Atlantic mean summer temperatute gradually diminishes,

'ýst, and to the intrusion of Hudson's Bay, an arm as we leave the eastetn section, and approach thc

1I the same ocean, into the bosom of the conti- great lakes. 0f the eleven places mentioned in

4ent. That these are the causes, appears to be the above tables, two, Pembroke and Cornwall,

proved by the fact, that nowhere else in the world are in the eastern section five, Goderich, Stratford,

'ý the northern limit of the growth of trees so soon Hamilton, Sarnia and Windsor, are in the

reached as in Labrador. On account, however, southwestern peninsUla and four, Belleville,

uf the remoteness of Ontario from Hudson's Bay, Peterboro, Barrie and Toronto, are on the neck

d from the ocean, it is probably not much of the Peninsula. The average annual range

affected by either of these causes ; and it would of the thermometer at Pembroke, on the

FrObably possess, were it not for the influence of Ottawa, s 132.5m; at Goderih, on lake Hu-
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ron, 98°, and the latter place is 8Y2 degrees war
mer in winter, and 1/ colder in summer, though
tying two degrees south of the former. Simcoe,

near lake Erie, has the same summer temperature
as Cornwall, on the St. Lawrence, but it is 7Y
degrees warmer in winter. The lake-surrounded
portion of Ontario is therefore more equable in its
climate than the eastern section; but its damper
and slushier winters, though less trying, are less
enjoyable than the uninterrupted frost of the Otta-
wa district.

It would be interesting to compare the climate
of the several Provinces of the Dorminion with that
of Great Britain, with reference to some of the
diseases that prevail. Respecting Ontario, how-
ever, I have not access to any data that could be
used for this purpose, the Reports of theRegistrar
General, which have been published for four years,
being so defective, that conclusions based upon
them could not be trusted. It may, notwithstand-
ing, be of interest to notice these reports, and
direct attention to some of the epidemic diseases
that have prevailed in Ontario.

The following table shows the causes of death
as registered in the years 1870 to 1873, the classi-
fication being that used in the reports:

CAUSES OF DEATH. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

Zymotic diseases ...... 1569 2197 3054 2473
Diseases of uncertain seat 358 498 563 490
Tubercular . .......... 996 12o6 1308 1420
Brain and nervous system 779 840 1139 1506
Organs of circulation · · 350 513 579 402
Respiratory organs .... 615 815 970 1r47
Organs of digestion .... 621 1139 895 1149
Urinary organs........ 87 144 145 159
Organs of generation 93 139 275 232
Organs of locomotion 38 31 38 15
Diseases of skin ..... 6 22 38 37
Malformation ........ i i2 14 16
Atrophy ............. 8 22 40 123
Old age .............. 298 414 545 778
Sudden deaths ........ i 29 40
Violent deaths ........ . 425 558 59 593

Erroneously specified .. 52 62 54 51
Not specified ........ . 588 542 449 487

Totals .......... 6905 9182 10745 11069

These tables, it is admitted, are incomplete;
regarding that for 1870, the Registrar-General
remarks, that calculating a death-rate of 21 to a
population of rooo, which is said to be the death-
rate in Nova S&otia, only 1-5 th of the deaths that
probably occurred have been registered, the esti-
nated number for the year being 33,963. In

1871, the number of deaths registered is greater
than for the previous year ; in 1872, there were
10,745 registrations, and, in 1873, the nunber
increased to i 1,069, which is still far short of the
number of deaths that probably occurred. The
neglect to report deaths is not the fault of medieal
practitioners in country districts only, where there
may be difficulties in the way of registration ; for
an enquiry made by the Government, showed that
in one year 1380 burials were made in the cenle-
teries of Toronto, while only 564 deaths had bee-n
registered. These remarks are made to call atten-
tion to the defects of the tables of the Reports Of
the Registrar-General, for, with data so imperfect,
we cannot arrive at correct conclusions regardink'
the comparative prevalence of the various diseases
in different localities. Incomplete, however, aS
these returns are, they show the important Part
which epidemic diseases have in causing death.
The following shows the prevalence of the differ-
ent epidemic diseases in these four years:

1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

Variola .................. 2 38 187 79
Measles.-... ........... 47 40 61 83
Scarlatina ................ 228 630 642
Diphtheria ............... 73 165 164 17;
Whooping Cough ........ .. o8 73 105 î27
Croup .................. 68 138 140 16
Diarrhœa ................ 246 207 407 23
Cholera infantum ........... 113 89 166 276
Dysentery ..........-.... 157 143 342 1
Typhoid fever......-.-.. 316 261 329 401
Erysipelas.............. 52 87 120 143
Puerperal fever.... ...... 80 108 230 33
Rheumatism ............. 10 37 39 78
Fever .... ............... 84 167 195
Cerebro-spinal meningitis .........

It may be of interest to notice, in comparisonl
with the figures given above, the following table,
which shows the particular forms of other classes
of diseases which have caused the largest propor-
tion of deaths in each year:

I1870. 1871. 1872. 1873*

Phthisis.................. 86o 1042 1120
Pneumonia .............. 409 508 514 97
Heart disease ............ 213 333 350 39
Apoplexy ................ 182 144 156  1o
Paralysis ................ î 18 149 157 278
Brain disease ............ 112 157 318 215
Convulsions .............. 155 209 258 237
Bronchitis................ 122 146 174 C
Enteritis ................ 155 86 62
Peritonitis................ 48 137 105 154
Cancer ................... 77 - o8 135

The following classification of the diseaslesO
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Patients admitted into the respective hospitals in counties no deaths are reported. That it prevailed

1873, shows the proportion of cases of epidemic in so many places is a melancholy commmentary

iiseases: on the neglect of many to attend to the duty of

causing their children to be vaccinated ; it appears

Toronto Hamilton that in the city of Berlin, after vaccination had
DiSEASES. Gen'l. Hospital. City Hospital. been introduced and extensively practiced the

iasmatic.............. .136 9 ~ mortality from small-pox in ten years, from 1804

Enthetic .............. 45 15 to 1814, was reduced to about 5oo ; in Ontario,
bieie .. . .. . . ..c63
biatheti.c.............. 2 32 with of a population of 1,620,851, a great part o

Tubercular ............ 48 13 which is in rural districts, the mortality in four
Nervous system ........ 62 24

Organs of circulation .... 17 3 years amounted to 299. Its prevalence in 1873
kespiratory organs ...... 31 43 awakened many for the moment to the necessity of
igestive organs ........ 35 5 vaccination being more generally attended to; in

Senera eiyem ... 7 the city of Hamilton a spasmodic effort was made
Senile debility .......... 28 4 to provide for the vaccination of the poor, and the
In1teguments ............ 95 35.
Diseases of nutrition .... I 27 newspapers impressed the duty upon all ; the same
Organs of locomotion.... 21 4 was robably the case in other places, but as has
Accidents, etc ........... 122 62 p
Parturient cases .. . 34 happened before, the effort was of brief duration

and inefficient, and until a similar danger is at our
Total s ............ 715 417 doors the public and our municipal councillors will

I am under obligation to Drs. Reeve and Mc- sîeep.
Collum, of the Toronto Hospital, and to Dr. Cerebro-spinal meninRitis bas prevailed in
O'Reilly of the Hamilton Hospital, for statements many parts of Ontario, in some places with marked
Of the diseases of patients admitted into these severity. Dr. Hornibrook, of Mitchell, county of
Institutions in 1873. Perth, in a memorandum regarding its prevalence,

Early in June I wrote to several prominent mem- with which he bas favored me, states :-" In April,
bers of the profession in different parts of the 1862, I saw four cases of this disease in the town-

Province making inquiry respecting the epidemic ship of Elma ; the county was new, clearings small.

diseases of their localities ; the time, however, was Seven cases occurred on adjoining farms in a bend

too brief to collect information in this way, but I of the River Maitland, where the land had been

have been favored with communications from Drs. submerged to the doors of the houses, in the begin-

Covernton, Simcoe ; Hornibrook, Mitchell ; and ning of the month ; when the disease appeared the

Bray, Chatham, which I have much pleasure in water had subsided, leaving the heavy clay land

transmitting to the President of the Association. sodden with water and favorable to the production

I will now direct attention to some of the epidemic of malaria. No other cases were known in this

diseases. The reports of the Registrar-General for locality till 1868 when three cases occurred in mid-

1870 and 1871 do not show the particular locali- winter, with none of the conditions which could be

ties in which the different diseases prevailed ; in 1872 expected to produce malaria. In 187o a few cases

and 1873, the number of deaths from each disease occurred, and again in the summer of 1872 the

is noted for each county. Variola appears to have disease prevailed in the county of Huron, com-

been most prevalent in 1873, the number of deaths mencing in the western part and gradually spread-

frorn it being greater than the total of deaths from ing eastward, and in January 1873 reached the

the same cause for the other three years inclu- county of Perth; it spread gradually eastward and

ded in these reports. The largest number of ended about 36 miles from the place where the first

deaths, 39, is noted for the county of York, many cases were noted. The belt of country over which

Of these probably occurred in Toronto ; 33 deaths it spread was about 30 miles in width. Dr. Bray,

are registered in Carleton, some of which occurred of Chatham, in his memorandum states that "Eight

inl Ottawa ; 23 in the county of Essex ; 10 in the years ago, and again in 1873 during the winter i

county of Bruce ; the disease appears to have prevailed as an epidemic. In our locality fifty oi

isited 27 counties, in some only one death is sixty deaths occurred, principally among the negroet

registered, in others as many as eight, while in 13 and ill-fed poorly clad people."

t
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In the reports for 1870, twenty-five deaths are The returns from fever in the tables of the
registered from spinal disease. In 1871 thirty-six Registrar-General are fot definite; some are re-
are referred to the same cause, and in 1873 thirty- ported as fever, others remittent, and some typh-
seven. The return is given under the head Of oid it is to be hoped that under a more complete
Diseases of the Nervous System, and whelher or not system of registration for the Dominion the reports
it is intended to refer to cerebro-spinal meningitis will be more specifie, and the particular forms
I am unable to determine. In the table for 1872 fevernoted. In the vicinity of Hamilton the fevers
the returns of deaths from spinal disease are from which prevail are the intermittent and typhoid, the
18 counties, some reporting only one death, a few former sometimes quotidian, but generally of the
as many as four; these figures would hardly indi- tertian form. Formerly remittent fever is said t'
cate an epidemic disease. I find, however, that in have prevailed; in a report on miasmatie fevers bY
the table for 1873, 128 deaths from spinal disease John T. MetcaWM.D., United States, it is stated
are reported, but there is also a return of 324 deaths that, "In proportion as countries previously tfl'

from cerebro-spinal meningitis ; and as the number arious are cleared up and thickly settled periodiCl
from spinal disease has so much increased it is fevers disappear, in many instances, to be repîaced
probable that some of the deaths referred to it by typhoid. It may be in accordance with this
were caused by the fever which in this year visited that we now find from July to November, especi
as an epidemic so many parts of the Province. ally, typhoid fever prevailing in Hamilton, rather
Notices of its prevalence appeared at the time in than remîttent, as noted by practitioners some years
the press in various parts, in some places these in- ago.
dicated the visitation of a very severe epidemic. The memorandum with which I have been faY-
The report for 1873 shows that it visited thirty- oured by Dr. Bray, of Chatham, shows that in the
three counties, only seven reporting no deaths fror more decidedly malarious section of Kent and
it. In the counties of Huron, Perth and Norfolk, Essex, different conditions exist. "The counties
it seems to have prevailed most extensively, the of Kent and Essex are very level, and large plains
last two returning 38 deaths each, the former 35. and marshes border on the River Thames and Lake
Brant and Elgin report 14 deaths each ; Kent and St. Clair; in spring 'we have freshets which in
Middlesex each 18 ; Waterloo and Wellington each date the country for miles; and when the watee
12 ; Wentworth, 13 ; Oxford, 1o. These counties recede and the sun beats down on the surface
are all west of Toronto. To the east of Toronto it decomposition begins, hence the source of malaria
also prevailed, but with less severity. York returns As a result we have blîous, remittent, intermittent
i i deaths ; Peterboro', 15 ; Stormont, Dunda and continued fevers; we have very little typhoid
and Glengarry, 10. Nine counties to the west o fever, but our bîlious and remittent fevers take On
Toronto report under eight deaths each, and nine a great many typhoid symptoms." The numbeo
in the eastern part of Ontaiio report under eight deaths from typhoid fever in each year, represented
deaths, several only i or 2. These returns indi- in these reports is large 316 deaths in 1870; 261
cate a very extensive range. The remarks of Dr. in 1871 ; 329 in 1872 and 401 i 1873; it ap
Bray show that in one county the reported deaths pears to have prevailed in ah parts of the PrOv
were far short of the number that occurred and the le. In 1872 only two counties report no deathS
same was probably the case elsewhere. I have -Algoma and Peterboro'; i 1873 Algoma and
learned little about the disease in other places and Thunder Bay report no deaths. But when it 15
even in Hamilton have not been able to ascer known that the reports are so defective through the
tain the proportion of deaths, but my impress- neglect to register deaths, it is impossible to deter
sion is that it was large; some of the patients were mine whether the absence of deaths or theyph-
cut-off after a brief illness, in others the dura- ness of the number reported is due to this neglecte
tion was several weekss; a few recovered slowly, or is indicative of an immunity from the influences
but from ail I can leam more than haîf the cases which give rise to this disease. In 1873 this fever
in this city provet fatal. I do not know that any was prevalent in the city of Hamilton to a greter
observations have been made that throw light upon extent than usual ; the statistics of the Haoilto
the cause, or explain the wide occurrence of the Medical and Surgical Society show 12 fatal casese
disease in this particular year. and others occurred which were not reported o th
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Society. The tables of the Registrar-General show
onlY 15 deaths from typhoid fever in the District Of
Wentworth, which includes Hamilton. The re-
Port of the Hamilton Medical and Surgical Society
gives 85 cases " of which only three occurred in
that part of the city favoured with the public sewer
and city water, and, as about one-sixth part of
the city is drained as well as supplied with city
Water the immunity gained by these means is great.
T he population of this part of the city is 5,ooo ;
there was one case of typhoid fever to i,6oo peo_
Ple : whereas 8o cases occurred among the 25,000

f1ot supplied with sewers, but a majority supplied
With city water. It is believed that two-thirds of
the population is supplied with city water,
that is 20,000 use city, and 10,000 well water ;
anmongst the former 48 cases occurred, or one in
417 ; amongst the latter 31 cases, or one in 322."

In the letter of Dr Covernton, which I enclose,
he refers to the advantages that have been gained

the United States by collecting information
showing the localities in which certain diseases pre-
Vail. In reviewing the diseases of Ontario the
leed is constantly felt of more complete vital stat-
istics, and the defects of those before us have been
1oticed ; much blame has been thrown upon medi-
cal men for neglecting to give informati on, and
Where it is so much in the interest of the medical
Profession to have full information regarding the
Particular diseases of the country it is certainly to
be expected that each member will contribute ac-
curate information respecting the causes of death.
1Pon the other hand it would seemn very desirable
that the Government should endeavour to learn
Whether or not some other system should be
adopted, similar, perhaps, to that of Great Britain,
forn which more complete results * might be
obtained.

CASES IN SURGERY.

ijNbER THE CARE OF J. FULTON, M.D., M.R.C.S.E.,

TORONTO.

(Reported by A. Davidson, Trinity College Medical School.)

C-SE I.-EMPYEMA IN A PATIENT 70 YEARS OF
AGE-REcoVERY.

S. B., æt 70, previously healthy, and of good
y history had an attack of pneumonia in

Sept. 1874, from which he partially recovered. A

month or so subsequent, a superficial abscess,
formed in the right side of the chest, below the
axillary space, accompanied with pain down the
back, and around the crest of the ilium. After
poulticing this abscess for about two weeks, it was
lanced, and considerable discharge of pus ensued,
lasting for about three weeks, after which the open-
ing closed ; the patient, however, not feeling well,
and the pain still continuing in the back. Pain
in this region and over the crests gave suspicion
of another abscess forming here, and accordingly
the parts were again poulticed, when a large
abscess was seen to point in the neighborhood
of the posterior part of the crest of the ilium
on the right side; this was also lanced and followed
by a great discharge of pus. The patient was still
very unwell, but the pain in the back ceased after
the abscess had completely discharged, and the
Doctor discontinued his attendance. About the
middle of December, the patient again felt some-
thing forming in the right side of his chest. The

Doctor was sent for, and on examination, he founi
that there was a large collection of fluid of soimàe
kind in the chest. The patient complained of
sickness at the stomach ; hacking cough, but little
or no pain ; pulse 120 ; skin hot and dry ; tongue
furred. There was bulging of the intercostal
spaces, and the patient was much emaciated. He

was told that the chest would have to be tapped,

but he was very much averse to any interference of

that kind. A poultice was applied to the chest.

During the following night a spontaneous opening

took place between the 4 th and 5th ribs, at the

opening of the former abscess, about five inches

from the sternum. This was followed by a very

profuse discharge of pus, the quantity being about

a pint every day for the first two or three days, after

which, it began to diminish, but still continued to

run a little for several months, but the cavity was not

emptied. Upon percussion, dullness was still found

to extend round to the vertebral column, and below

the level of the opening in the chest. It was

proposed several times to tap the chest, but the

patient being tolerably comfortable, demurred

Dr. Bethune was called in consultation, and after

due consideration, aspiration of the chest was

decided upon. The trocar was introduced be-

tween the sixth and seventh ribs, and some three

or four inches distant from the vertebral column.

The patient submitted to this operation on the 22nd
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of May, 1875, being under the influence of chloro-
form, and there was drawn off about a pint and a
half of pus. May 23rd, the trocar was again
introduced in the same place, and a similar
quantity of pus drawn off. May 2 4th, trocar
introduced, and pus drawn off as before, the
patient being under the influence of chloroform
at each operation. In two or three days after
this, the place of discharge in front closed up.
The patient not being able to stand the daily
introduction of the trocar, and the -use of chloro-
form, an india rubber tube was inserted into the
chest, and allowed to remain in. This was done
by introducing a large sized trocar into the chest,
and then passing the india rubber tube, selected to
fit, through the canula, and withdrawing the latter.
Through this tube the pus was withdrawn, and the
cavity washed out every day with a solution of
carbolic acid 3ij to the Oj. The washing of the
cavity was effected by means of a Davidson's
syringe, (the bulb of which holds 3j.) This syringe
in order to be used for this purpose, was slightly
modified. A piece of rubber tubing, about three or
four inches in length, is attached to the suction pipe,
and into the former is inserted a piece of glass tube
three inches in length. This glass tube here serves
two purposes :--First, it is an easy means of con-
necting the suction pipe of the syringe with the
rubber tube leading from the chest, and secondly,
it ellows the surgeon to see if there is any pus or
air passing along the tube.

The end of the glass tube which is to be inserted
into the tube leading from the chest, should be
drawn out so as to render it somewhat pointed, in
order to facilitate its introduction into the tube ;
this may be easily done by heating it over a spirit
lamp.

The india-rubber tube should be about 16 inches
in length, and introduced into the chest about 3
inches. It is prevented from slipping out, by tying
a thread moderately firm around it close to the wall
of the chest, and making it secure by strips of
adhesive plaster laid on the walls of the chest. The
portion of the tube outside is coiled and held in situ
by a few more strips placed over it, after the wash-
ing process is completed. For emptying the chest
the syringe is used in the ordinary manner, by con-
necting the glass tube in the suction pipe with. the
tube in the chest. When the fluid is to be injected
into the chest, the syringe is reversed. Care
must be taken not to inject the fluid with too

much force, as it sometimes produces faintness, and
also for fear of driving the tube out of the chest as
happened once in this case. It is well also to fill the
syringe with water before inserting it as a precaution
against air getting into the chest. But from the
treatment of this case, it would seem, that there is
not so much danger to be apprehended from air
getting into the chest, as is generally supposed. A
good deal of air got in in this case, if not through
the tube, at least between the tube and the
sides of the wound, without producing anY
dangerous symptoms ; however, it is always best tO
take every precaution where there are any signs Of
dangerous symptoms being produced.

This mode of drawing off the matter and wash-
ing out the chest was continued every day, and
the matter diminished about 3ss every week, ult'
about the i 2th of July, when the quantity of PUs
seeming not to diminish, and the patient also feel-
ing very ill (supposed to be caused by the long
continued use of the carbolic acid), tincture Of
iodine was used. But this also did not seeml tO
have the desired effect. It was then proposed by
Dr. Fulton to use a combination of the carbolîC
acid and tincture of iodine, the strength of which
was-carbolic acid %ss, tincture of iodine 3ss, and
water Oj. The addition of the carbolic acid has
the effect of almost completely decolorizing the
iodine, a circumstance which is worthy of note.
However, it acted as a splendid healing and disin'
fecting agent, and under its use the pus rapidly
decreased (it seemed to act a great deal better
than either the carbolic acid or the tincture o
iodine used alone) ; the pus diminished about '0
much as 3j every week, until about the ioth Of
August, when not a drop could be got from the
tube, and on percussion the chest had regained its

normal resonance. On the i1th of August, the
tube was taken out, and the parts poulticed, but
no discharge continued, and in two or three daY5

the wound closed up. On examining the chest
a couple of weeks later, no sign of fluid could be
detected.

The internal medicinal treatment was tonics 0

quinine and iron, together with good diet, through-
out the whole course of the disease. The patient
is now in the enjoyment of comparatively good
health, but still somewhat feeble, though nO
more so than might be expected from a nan at
his time of life.

REMrARKs.-The points worthy of note are, 1st.
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The great age of the patient, recovery being scarcely

to be expected in a patient at his time of life. 2nd.

The failure of aspiration to relieve or rather to pre-

vent the rapid re-accumulation of the pus, notwith-

standing the fact that air was entirely excluded, and

the inability of the patient to undergo the repeated

Operation which that mode of treatment would

have rendered necessary. 3rd. The very beneficial

effect of the combination of tincture of iodine and

carbolic acid as a healing and disinfecting agent.

It seemed to work admirably, and is worthy of a

trial by any one who may have a similar case to
treat.

CASE Il. - DISLOCATION OF THE HIP ON THE

DJRSUM ILII--REDUCTION BY MANIPULATION.

W. Lambert, æt. 35, a native of England; a

strong and muscular man, sound and healthy;

carpenter and joiner by trade, of good family his-

tory ; met with the accident above mentioned by

the falling of a scaffolding upon which he was

working. He was carrying a bundle of shingles

at the time the scaffolding gave way, and he and

two others were precipitated a distance of about

twenty feet. He fell with considerable force upon

the left knee, the thigh being at the time in a state

of adduction. He was assisted up, but could not

Put his leg under him, nor coùld he straighten the

thigh. A medical man was sent for immediately,

who examined him and ordered him to be taken

home, stating that he would see him directly he

got home. After his arrival home, he waited for

the Dr.'s visit about three hours, but as he did

not put in an appearance, Dr. Fulton was sent

for. On the arrival of the latter, and after careful

examination and measurement, he pronounced it a

case of dislocation of the hip on the dorsum ilii.

The limb was rigidly fixed, semi-flexed and rotated

inwards, and the foot inverted. The axis of the

dislocated thigh was directed across the lower

third of the right thigh. There was shortening to

the extent of about i Y2 inches, and the head o

the bone could be felt on the ilium on rotating the

limb. The patient also complained of pressure

'1 the groin, in the region of the os pubis. The

r. immediately sent for chloroform and the pul

lvys in case they might be required, but decided

On trying manipulation first. While waiting fo

the appliances to arrive, Dr. Robertson, of Trinit)

College, happening to pass that way, the Dr
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hailed him, and called him to his assistance. Upon

examination of the limb, he fully coincided with

Dr. Fulton in his diagnosis of the case. The

patient was placed on a firm bed and chloroform

administered. When the patient was fully under

its influence, Dr. Fulton seized the leg, flexed it

upon the thigh, and the thigh at right-angles to the

abdomen, and then bending it outwards and down-

wards (rotating it at the same time), so as to describe

a quadrant, it returned to its place with an audi-

ble snap, which was distinctly heard by all in the

room. In the remarks which the Dr. made after

the operation, he pointed out that failure in mani-

pulation was often due to the extreme flexion of

the thigh on the abdomen, which was sometimes

practised. In no case of dislocation on the dor-

sum should the thigh be flexed on the abdomen

beyond a right-angle, as by so doing there was

danger of throwing the head of the bone below the

level of the acetabulum, or into the sciatic notch.

The patient was kept quiet in bed for about a

week, after which he was allowed to go around.

He is now quite recovered.

SURGICAL CLEANLINESS.

BY EDWARD FARRELL, M.D., PROFESSOR OF SURGERY,

MEDICAL COLLEGE, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

(Read before the Canadian Medical Association, August 7,
1875.)

A question which has given rise to much discus-

ion of late years,-the dressing of wounds, especially

the wounds resulting from surgical operations, is

still- of the greatest importance to the practical

surgeon.
In this very short paper, which is meant more to

elicit the opinion of the members of this Associa-

tion, than to produce an exhaustive review of the

subject, I will not attempt an enumeration of the

various causes of fatality after surgical operation,

but I shall get at once into the subject of the paper,

and divide the causes of death after surgical opera-

tions into unavoidable and avoidable or preventable

causes. Among the first may be mentioned the

age, sex, and constitution of the patient, the

severity of the disease or injury for which the

operation is denanded, or the severity of the opera-

tion itself. These always influence the result, and

are taken into consideration by both the surgeon
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and patient in estimating the chances of success. which the sick room is ventilated. 3rd By the bed
We have, besides these, the various common but and bedding. 4th By the bandages, sponges,
often fatal complications of wounds, the much- to wels and cloths used in dressing. 5th By the
dreaded septic diseases which destroy life so often instruments used by the surgeon, dresser or nurse.
after surgical operations in patients of all ages, and When we know that septie diseases may be
of every variety of constitution. derived from any of these sources; that noxiOUS

Is it possible to prevent these fatal complications matter may be brought in contact with woundS
of wounds ? Can we reach the cause of erysipelas, through so many channels of impurity; that these
of pyemia, of septicoemia, and diseases of that class? sources of disease are witbin our reach, and that
Is it within the power of the surgeon to find the each of them can be removed by cleanliness; is it
influences that give birth to these diseases, nourish not proven that septic diseases may be, to a great
and propagate them ; and, finding these influences, extent prevented, and that the death-rate, after
is it easy to remove or destroy them, and render operations can be reduced, wben we learn what
them powerless to do injury ? To these questions absolute cleanliness means?
tbe operating surgeon of to-day demands an Is it not plain that the greatest attcntion to the
answer. principles of cleanliness, and the greatest care is,

In the face of the fact that the operators in their application to the dressing and treatment
large cities are men of acknowledged ability and wounds are the surgical wants of to day? 
skill, and that almost ail operations are now per- believe cleanliness is a certain preventive of Septic
formed without pain, and many without loss of disease, but its fulo value will not be known tiu
blood, reducing the shock to the nervous syste ar the profession learn in how many important Par
and to the circulation to a minimum, we must ticulars the principle of absolute cleanliness Must
acknowledge that the death rate after surgical receive attention.
operations i too large. I arn firmly of opinion The cleanest bed, the freshest sheets, and the
that the removal of these diseases, is to a great ex- newest sponges are of littie avail, if the waîîs and
tent, witin the reach of the surgeon, and that wee floor of the sick-roo or hospital ward are loaded
can reduce tbe death-rate after surgical-operations. with impurities ; on the other hand, the purest air
In the great majority of cases I believe the cause, in a canvass tent in an open field is of no benefit
the real and active cause of pyemia, septicaemia, if the filthy products of disorganizing tissue a d
erysipelas, and diseases of that kind, to be dirt- decomposition are hidden away iii sponges anid
dirt in some form or other, dirt brought sometimes icloths used in dressing. While on this subject We
in one way, sometimes in many ways in contact must al acknowledge bow mucb we owe 
with open wounds. 1 include under tbis common Professor Lister, for his labor in the domain of tie
term a noxious vapors, all germs, all bad air, a anti-septic treatment of wounds, which bas set the
floating particles of dead and decaying matter from profession thinking and acting in tle rigbt directiOl
wbatever source they may be derived. It may soon When we read in bis publised papers of the minute-
be discovered in wbat partcular constituent of ness with which Lister cares on bis anti-septic tret
various impurities resides the cause of septic ment and tbe great care with dhich he attends to
disease, and it may soon be found out what every detail in dressing, we cannot but believe that
particular form of noxious matter gives rise to each much of bis success is due to the cleanliness w ich
form of septic diseased; but it is enough for the such care in dressing necessitates. 1 believe we
practical surgeon to know that the term, diri shal soon find that clealiness is our chief alti-
includes every form of impure matter, and that septic, and tbat Carbolic acid and other anti-SePtiCS
cleanliness is the sovereign remedy. In order to are but aids to absolute cleanliness.
apply the principles of cleantiness in the treatment To go beyond the domain of surgery to geeras
of open wounds, let us see the number of ways in hygiene, I believe that in relation to tbe natiorle n
which noxious matter may be brought into contact health, the health of the community, the tnity
with theni. ist rhrough the air of the sick room, and the individual, we have yet to learn how toe
or ospital ward. 2nd Througb the outer air with absolutely prean.
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CASE OF INTUSSUSCEPTION.

BY D. MUNRO, M.D., M.R.C.S.E., LANARK, ONT.

Having had a case of intussusception lately for

the relief of which abdominal section was performed
(though with a fatal result), I thought a short re-
Port might prove interesting. The patient was
a male infant aged 7 months, naturally very pale,
though well nourished and had never previously
been ill. He began to suffer from nausea and vom-
iting on Sunday àfternoon, July 11 th, followed dur-

ilg the night with alvine evacuations which soon
became sanguineous and attended with some ten

esmus. At noon on the 12th a tumor was obser-
Ved in the left lumbar region, moveable and no-

very tender, which with the cessation in great
mneasure of the discharges from the bowels, and thet
appearance of a small quantity of blood, following

the expulsion of some milk used for injection, amply
confirmed the diagnosis of intussusception. Hav

ing so far failed to afford any relief by ordinary

Measures, I procured the assistance of Dr. J. D.
Kellock, of Perth, and after a further persevering

and useless attempt by means of injections of vari

ous fluids and of air, to remove the trouble, we fn-

ally de 1ided on attempting abdominal section, on

Tuesday morning, 3th ; the parents being willing
that anything affording even a chance of relie f

should be done.

The child having been placed under chloroform

an incision was made in the median line between

the umbilicus and pubes, and on opening the ab-

dominal cavity, a portion of distended intestine

escaped, causing some trouble in securing the af-

fected part, which when found was seen to consist

Of an invagination of the small into the large intes-

tine beginning at the ilio-ccecal valve which had

Passed through the ascending transverse, and des_
cending colon. The bowel was considerably congest.
ed for some distance above the seat of invagination,
Which we found very difficult to unravel on account

'f being firmly impacted, and the danger of in-

Jlring by manipulation, the congested and conse-

quently friable peritoneal covering of the bowel

We were so long delayed at this point as to materi-

llY add to the probability of a fatal termination of

the case.
Having had the privilege of witnessing Mr.

Uutchinson at the London Hospital perform his

successful operation and noticed the facility with
which the invagination was reduçed in his case, we

did not anticipate so much trouble and delay in ef-
fecting reduction, which, however, we finally accom.
plished and having replaced the intestine within
the abdomen, closed the wound with hare-lip pins

and suture, secured with a pad and bandage. The
child recovered perfectly from the chloroform and

nursed a little, but never reacted, and died about

three hours after the operation, which though un-

successful, demonstrated the futility of any other

method of treatment.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-The following case may be of interest to

your readers, as illustrating the resistive action of

the tissues sometimes, against foreign bodies.

M. C., St. 9 ; two years ago fell over a wood-

pile, a splinter entering the left cheek one inch

below the margin of the lower eye-lid, just above

the malar process. His sister, immediately after

*the accident, withdrew the splinter, and as it re-

quired considerable force in its extraction, she

imagined the whole of it had been removed. Little

or no irritation followed; the wound healing slowly,
finally closed. Shortly after, another opening

formed, one inch below the former, and continued

to discharge a small quantity of thin, serous mat-

ter. There was no swelling, pain or fetid discharge,
indicative of bone disease, at any time.

At this stage it appears to have proved obsti-

nate, a large number of professional and domestic

remedies having been employed to heal the sinus.

By the aid of a probe, and making firm pressure, I

discovered what appeared to be the sharp point of

a sequestrum. After several unsuccessful attempts

to extract the supposed portion of bone, I suc-

ceeded in withdrawing a splinter of wood one inch

in length and about the diameter of an ordinary

lead pencil. The splinter had evidently lodged

in the malar process ; but that it should remain

there for two years without setting up more irrita-

tion, is rather remarkable.
Yours respectfully,

T. G. HOCKRIDGE, M.D., C.M.

Newmarket, Sept. 21, 1875.
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MEDICAL MONOPOLY term of four years, and pass the examination pre

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

Sir,-Any person who has read the daily issue of
the Globe, will be struck with its inconsistency.
As a contributor to that paper, and one who has in
in former years given a Reform vote, I have felt
interested in some of the bills of fare presented in
its colums; but at all times I have been struck by
its lack of sincerity and consistency, totally wanting
in that broad, honest, statesmanlike character to
which at least as a public journal it should lay
claim. Those inconsistencies of its professions of
faith are too apparent, when the Globe newspaper
of an early date or any previous issue is compared
with the copy of to-day; but, sir, I have enjoyed
its perusal the past few days when two subjects
especially engaged its attention. I refer to the
Guibord affair and the recent action of the Medi-
cal Council. In its editorial remarks on the
former it is very saint-like in its respect for the
sentence of the law, and those who obstruct its
observance, are rightly censured. Not so in regard
to the Medical Council, a lawfully constituted
body. Any poor quack or tool in the country is
made use of to obstruct justice. Its columns are
open for their wails and lamentations, and, for
what I know, special half-price tickets granted as
encouragement in unlawful opposition. Indeed,
to so far an extent is this carried, one would
think that those same humbugs were a good
paying class of customers, and the straw men set
up with their numerous aliases a very respectable
company.

If any good end at all could be secured by such
persistent and foolish opposition, as far as general
good is concerned, I am sure I would not (nor
should the public) complain, but it is self-evident to
any thinking person that any such opposition to
the elevation of the standard of medical education
and practice, is most decidedly detrimental to pub-
lic interest and good; indeed in all other professions,
trades and occupations, it is readily admitted as
highly salutary to'the interests concerned as well as
to the public ; and even the Globe newspaper does
not question the good tasteand advisabilityexcept in
this one particular, affecting the medical profession,
it becomes in if sight a monstrous crying evil, a
sin and a MONOPOLY. Throughout Great Britain
medical men are required to attend college for a

scribed by the college and the law of the land, be-
fore offering their services to the public, and nO
one complains. Indeed those requirements are
respected and a useful class of men rendered the
more worthy of public confidence. In GernianY
the law respecting medical education is even more
strict, especially as regards the sale of poison, and
the restrictions placed on druggists, and as a result
public interests are even better served and pro-
tected, and the very best medical skill secured tO
the afflicted. That country is celebrated for its
advanced medical opinions, and the writings of its
philosophers and professors reflect great credit on
its master minds, and rule medical opinion the
world over; so in other countries a deserving re-
spect is paid to well-educated talent, and strict
laws provide that the public secure it. It is a
matter of regret that in the United States such care
has not been exercised ; very limited restriction is
encouraged, and neither at home nor abroad is there
any particularly conspicuous respect secured to its
medical men. I do not insinuate that they have
not clever men who rise above the common horde
that infest that country, but I do maintain, and
write it advisedly, that they do not represent that
class which the notorious Philadelphia an( others
of their colleges fling out on short time study in such
vast numbers ; inferior men who flood their own
country and any other that offers them a prO-
tected place of residence. Let us look at Canad.%
and the experience of any one person is the histOrY
of all. The public are duped by their loud prO-
fesssions, as long as unscrupulous papers receive
pay for their lying advertisements, they nake
wonderful efforts to gain public patronage, dupe
their victims for a time, till fairly exposed to hOn-
ourable competition and intelligent public opinio",
like a common lucifer match, exposed to the
stronger, purer breeze, they fume and fret, belch
their last sulphurous breath and expire, and " the
place that once knew them, knows them no more
for ever." Of course, under the special care of the
Globe, others with even louder recommendations,
succeed, in interminable succession, to fade, gro'W
consumptive, and die after doing their reasonable
amount of mischief and paying their due quota to
the " chief."

Now, it is for the more general encourage-
ment of this sort of traffic that your Co-
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1EPSIN ----.-- .--------------- ------------------------ -- - 5grs. 5

-i--Peps in .................... gr. 5

PSIN, BISMUTH AND STRYCHNINE----- itneth,s uh-N. 21-2grx. 5 grs. - 5 8 50
Stryehnia......... . 1-60 gr.)

Ferri, Plhost has ........ 2 gra.

HUOSPHATES IRON, QUININE AND STRYCHNINE Quinl,.Su has........ gr -- 2 0 9 5
(Strveheie, aulphas... iii gr.

1IIOSPHORUS--.-------------------------------------------- 1"0,1-50and1-100gr- 1 0 4
1 h-hoüsý ..... t -ti0 gr. t 12 Go0

PIIOSPHORUS COMPOUND----------------------------- V ei... I gr. -

»IISP O U Pliteephàouex ..... t1-0lIgr.> I 25 6 60
EOSPHORUS COMPOUND-.-------------------- j crEt. Nxcs Vtitx-.4gr.

P..phorus .... . . ... 1t(tg 15HIIOSPHORUS COMPOUND AND IRONr, a - --.

DOPHYLLIN .------.---------------------------------- and 1gr - 1 5
Poopylin ... -2. gr.t 10 4 7

lODOPHYLILIN COMPOUND --------------------- j ......t . g 3

...... Pee>ftltt gr.) 160 4715
lODOPHYLLIN ANI) BLUE-..---------- ----------- (Pi1. vtlrxrg . t 2 gN

Podophlini,..... 
1-. gr.

»ODOPHYLLIN, CAPSICUM AND BELLADONNA... Alc. Eat Bel ----- r - 4 75
( Cuai. Pu ...... 3

IJININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE _-__--- . 15......-. .- 4gr. -
UININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE.....__-._-........----1 grs.

GININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE _-- ..........----------- gis 1 5

UININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE --.------------------ grs. 0 19 5

UININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE--------.____---.--.---------4 grs 0 2725

LININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE _...- ----------- 5grs - 0
(Quiir, su1phas. 1............. -Agr.

ININE COMPOUND S. ---..---------------------- Ferrum, Re2s gr. -

SgQg gr-1ft........10 475COPO) U------x- g. M- 16 00 475

(AtueSue.1 I-igr. 1Me50It7 Fig

xt. 1 gr-.....10 4 75

ThIPEX Alc S. Pc> 12 ge(- 60 4 75

Rhe m ... -----i--1 00 4 7

gs. ~ ~ ~ 00ra .. 4 75
ltl t Del It CO PO ND U S---- -- ---- --tA ueSo..I'1.-g. 1.Niilielp.1 50 4 2é5
8AXTONI.x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 -------------------- 1r2----

ýptI LE - --- -- -- --- -- - ------ - Alo S.. p iv..........1 -2gm t5 0 2 745
Pil. ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 H2d r 75... ... . . .34 r- - - -
Re». ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 . 50......3-



SPECIFY McKESSON & ROBBINS'.

W E DESIRE TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF PHYSIC1ANS TO THE FOLLOWING EXPOSITION OF

THE SUPERIORITY oF MCKESSON & ROBBINS' GELATINE-COATED PILLS:

They are superior lu every respect to Pills coated with sugar or other substances, and preferable
to plain and uncoated pills, ln that they render it possible to give obnoxious substances In a COIn-
pact, tasteless and, at the same time, very soluble covering.

They are pleasing in appearance, oval in form, the taste and odor of the material are completely
disguised, while they readily dissolve in the stomach. The present method of sugar-coating pills
very objectionable, as the pills require first to be thoroughly dried and then coated with a compould
tf insoluble gums, to prevent future discoloration of the external sugar-coating, for which reasol
they are frequentlyfound to pass the intestinal canal in an almost unchanged condition. To obviate
this difficulty, and place in the hands of the Physician a reliable and efficient agent in form readilJ
soluble, and at the saine time elegantly coated, these Pills are introduced.

These Pills are thoroughly and accurately compounded in the Laboratory of MCKESSON & ROB-
BINS, of the best materials; are all made by hand and coated, while sqft, with pure gelatine, withoot
being subjected to any drying procems, and are. warranted to retain their full medicinal activity Uni.-

paired, and to renain perfectly soluble in any climate and for any length oftime.
These Pills are put up in bottles of 100 and 500 each, neatly labeled withformula.
They have already received the approbation of many distingùished Physicians, and have beel

favorably noticed in our leading Pharmaceutical Journals, and no pains will be spared in their
manufacture to entitle thein to merit the confidence and approval of the profession and public.

Irportant Facts about McKesson & Robbins' Gelatine-Coated Pius.
a Every Physician will recognize the importance of knowing the character of the house manU-
facturing Pharnaceutical Preparations which they prescribe, and every druggist should be 8s
careful in filling prescriptions.

THE REPUTATION WE HAVE GAINED FOR OUR GELATINE-COATED PILLS MAY INDUCE OTHEE

TO PUT UPON THE MARKET INFERIOR PREPARATIONS AND INTRODUCE THEM THROUGH OU

PREVIOUS ADVERTISEMENT. IN SUCH AN EVENT WE PROPOSE TO PROTECT OURSELVES AND Ti

PUBLIC, AS FAR AS POSSIBLE, AND, IN THE MEANTIME, WOULD RESPECTFULLY ASK BOTH IHYS-

CIANS AND DRUGGISTS TO SPECIFY McKESSON & ROBBINS' GELATINE-COATED PILLS IN
ORDERING, SO THAT THERE MAY BE NO DISAPPOINTMENT IN RESULTS ON ACCOUNT oF SUBSTITU-

TION OF OTHERS CLAIMING SIMILAR MERITS. SEE "5TH " PARAGRAPH BELOW.

1st.--They are reliable, being made strictly in accordance with formulas, and of the best materials•
If three of the ordinary Compound Cathartic Pills bave been a dose, prescribe two of Our
Gelatine-Coated for the same result.

2d. They are soluble; the gelatine, In the temperature of the stonach, being speedily converted
into jelly, and the contents of the Pill left free to act.

3d. -They are very easy to take; patients, who have found it impossible to swallow a plain or sugar-
coated pill, are surprised at the readiness with which the Gelatine-Coated Pill "goes down"
on accout of the oval shape and the nature of the coating.

4th.--The serious accidents which so often result, ii inistaking sugar-coated pilrs on account Of
their external similarity, are rendered impossible with our Gelatiine-Coated Pills, as, becaue6

of the transparant nature of the gelatine, the color of the pill-iass is always observable; the
Quinine Pills being light colored ; the Compound Cath., IJ. S., brown; Blue Pills, blue; Vege
table Cath., black, &c.

5th.-Our Pills are oral and, unlike others, necessarily soft, when coated. Our process is the only OiiC
in vhich the mass can be coated when soFT, ln fact, the pills must be soft In order to be coated
by our machinery; the nature of some masses is to harden after being made, but all our pille
are soft when made, soluble and readily assimilable.

We desire to call particular attention to our Bi-Sulphate of Quinine PillS. They contain an
additional equivalent of Sulphuric Acid, thus rendering the officinal Sulphate of Quinine more
soluble: decidedly a great advantage over the ordinary Quinine Pill. See American Journal of
Phariiacy, XXV, 292.1

Our goods are procurable from all respectable druggists, or sent by mail upon recelpt of 115t
price, whenever It ls Impossible to obtain Mcltesson & Robbins' at your druggist's.

Yours respectfully,

McKESSON & ROBBINS, Wholesale Druggists9
91 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Manufacturera of AROMATIO ELIXIRS, FLUID EXTRACTS, and all Pharmaceutical Preparationsi



SPECIFY McKESSON & ROBBINS'.

SYRUP OF THE PHOSPHATES OF

IRON, QUININE ET STRYCHNIA.
(DR. AITKEN'S.)
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In ordering of your Druggist be careful to specify McKesson & Robbins'.

Compound Syrup of the Phosphates of

IRON, LIME, POTASSA AND SODA.2
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temporary would have us open wide our doors, branch of business. It has become too much the
grant unrestricted commerce, and extend embossed custom of the less respectable druggists throughout
invitations. Why, sir, he almost, in his selfish in- Canada to re-hawk physicians' prescriptions over
terest, would represent it as a parti cular object of and over again, and make serve every conceivable
national pride, shuts his eyes to the experience of ailment If prescribing comes within the legi-
such miserable creatures as benefit by his protec- timate domain of the chemist and druggist, why
tion, even of those who have lived in his immediate
neighbourhood and plied their nefarious trade
Within the limits of his own city. Perhaps a few more>
flagrant instances may show him (despite the
Wonderful gouging operation of a corn doctor)
that his proteges are not very creditable.

If, sir, there is not a personal profit, why is it
We fmnd no such opposition to the lawyer's incor-
Poration and protection ? Yet as well he might
argue, that the pettifoggers have their rights cur-
tailed, law services increased in remuneration, and
a nonopoly secured. Who would, however, ven-
ture such foolish argument unless receiving a
Proper quidpro quo ?

The dentists are respected in their particular
corporation, yet the handy blacksmith of former
days, with his rusty key, and patients with swelled
faces and broken jaws no more ornament the vil-
lage corner, and who complains ? Who objects to
the superior chemist of to-day supplanting the
blear-eyed, besotted grocer of former times, be-
cause the pleasure is denied him of looking won-
drous wise as he deals out the precious grain.
Yet the few drug shelves with their ill kept bottles

more ornament the habitation of rum, molasses,
tobacco, and dirt. No, sir, the public are better
served, and even Gordon Brown is satisfied. But,
Mr. Editor, the druggist should not pretend to
Prescribe or run an infirmary. He is not educated
to diagnose between cold and croup, inflammation
of the lungs and consumption, inflammation or
Colic, et id omne genus, and he does not so signify
bY card or sign. The Pharmaceutical Society do
not pretend to examine their candidates for dip-
1omas in surgery, anatomy, midwifery, physiology,
or pathology. They do not pretend to use a stet-
hoscope or any aid at diagnosis, and are not ex-
Pected to, and the sooner the law understands the
1'tnitations of their studies the better will public
interests be served, notwithstanding the two-
Penny-halfpenny nonsense of an organ which if it
confined its arrant foolishness to the proper do-
1lain of politics, might receive more credit, there
o1't being the same class of fanatics in any other

should not the Pharmaceutical Society require in
their examination a knowledge of such branches
as are supposed to be necessary, and why not
study auscultation and other such aids as are given
to assist ? Why stay behind the counter? Driving
around town and into the country is more pleasant
and healthy. A boy might be left to do simple
prescribing at home, as the man of profound know-
ledge and general usefulness became more widely
useful. And why stop at administering the daily
dose for fever ? A case of surgery once in a while
to keep the hand in would be agreeable, and the
clerk could occasionally wait on a woman in
trouble. It is all easy enough, if Mr. Gordon
Brown is to be credited. Such a line of conduct
seems reasonable, as no country' part could suffer
if no midwives or old women should be nearer than
the drug stores. And I certainly give the drug-
gists equal credit for honesty to those empirics
who profess topracticethe H ahnemannic system, and

at every bedside belle their professions just as the
loud-mouthed herbalist too often proves the

strongest advocate of calomel and antimony.
There is an acknowledged truism, " birds of a

feather flock together," and it is certainly a natural

business for the Globe to take such schemers's
coppers and advocate their wondrous virtues. A

beautiful phalanx is presented for exhibition mar-

shalled under the leadership of the Hon. George

Brown, the old veteran of a day's campaign, to

obtain which he by turn trotted out King William

or the Jesuit Fathers as occasion demanded.
Yours truly,

P. P. BURROWS, M.D.

Lindsay, Sept. 14 th, 1875.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The forty-third annual meeting of the British
Medical Association was held on the 6th of August,
and following days, at Edinburgh. A large num-
ber of members of the profession, not only from
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various parts of Great Britain but from the Contin-
ent, were present, and the meeting was the largest
yet held by the Association. The proceedings
were commenced by a sermon by Dr. W. Lindsay
Alexander. There was a large attandance of mem-
bers and the public.

Dr. Alexander preached from the text, " Honour
ail men," and at the conclusion of his sermon made
reference to the meeting of the Association. The
subject to which he had directed their attention
was not, he said, inappropriate to the occasion of
their present meeting, and he was confident* that
the sentiments he had endeavored to express were
in accordance with the views and feelings of those
whom the occasion had brought together. There
was no body of men who were more justly esteemed
than the medicâl profession. Their proper study
was man, and the aim of their lives was to diminish
human misery, and to improve and elevate the con-
dition of their race. To no body of men was the
community more indebted for help in time of need,
and by none was it rendered more readily and de-
votedly. When he thought of the multitude of
men laboring to alleviate human suffering and to
preserve human life, when he remembered how
many in the highest ranks of the profession were
carryng their resources and skill to the hovels of
the destitute, inmates of hospitals and infirmaries,
and when he saw them in ail grades of their profes-
sion-the old, the young, the rich, and the poor-
he felt it was only the barest justice to say that by
none more than by them was the injunction.
" Honor ail men " in spirit and in integrity obeyed,
He ventured to assume a representative character
on this occasion, and, in the name of his fellow-
citizens, he would bid a cordial welcome to the
British Medical Association who were to assemble
this week in the city. He trusted their visit would
be enjoyed, and that benefit to Lhemselves and ad-
vantage to the profession would be the result of
their meeting. May the spirit of wisdom (he con
cluded) and knowledge and power pervade the as-
sembly and guide their deliberations, and may He
from whom cometh down every good and perfect
gift, He who revealed himself to his ancient people
as Jehovah, prophet, Jehovah, their physician, ever
give counsel and help, and grant them good suc-
cess in the exercise of their noble and beneficent
profession.

At half-past 2 the Association met for business.
The inaugural address of the President was given
at half-past 3. The retiring president, Dr. E.
Copeman, Norwich, entered the hall, accompanied
by Sir Robert Christison, president elect, Sir Wm.
Fergusson, Sir John Rose Cormack, the Right
Hon. Lyon Playfair, M.P., and other gentlemen,
and was received with cheers. Dr. Copeman be-
fore vacating the chair, briefly thanked the mem-
bers of the Association for the assistance given him
during his presidency, and expresed his gratitfica-

tion at the auspicious circumstances under which
they had again met.

Professor Sir Robert Christison having taken the
chair amid great applause, Dr. Gibson moved a
vote of thanks to the retiring president, and Pl'
posed that he be elected a vice-president.

Sir Robert Christison, who was loudly cheered,
said his first duty was to bid the Association wel'
come to that seat of medical learning, familiar of
old to many of them as the school in which the)'
were initiated into the nysteries of physic, to mel'
come them in the name of his medical brethern Of
the city, in the name of his fellow-citizens at large,
on behalf of the good town, too, herself, who meant
to put on ber fairest sunshine smiles to greet their
arrival-no common favour in this, the usual week
of the Lam mas floods. (Applause). His next
duty was to offer gratitude and thanks for their
great kindness in choosing him for president dur-
ing the present session. They might well have be-
stowed the favour on another, for when the A'
sociation last met in Edinburgli the health of Lr
Allison was such as to throw the work in a great
measure upon him as Dr. Allison's deputy, so that,
were be inclined to take the most flattering vieW O
his present position, he might almost claim th'e
singular distinction of now occupying for the sec-
ond time the chair of the British Medical AssOcî.
tion. After hesitating between several topics, lie
had, for the subject of his address, fixed on a ques-
tion well worthy of being considered-the question
whether and what change is desireable in the pre-
sent system of education and of examination in the
medical schools of our country. He begged theWi
not to be startled by the choice-of a rather hack'
neyed theme. It would be very dry and hackneY'
ed indeed, alike to his hearers and to himself, were
be to undertake it methodically and as a whol0-
He meant, with their leave, to give historically
some ,insight into the school life of one of their
chief seminaries of medical education, in the hoPe
that there might be found in its history sorne safe
guidance in the present somewhat wild struggle
of their profession, to improve itself, to redress
what seemed faulty, and to frame ii possible a
masterpiece of medical examination and precursory
study. In singling out for this end the nedical
school within whose walls they were assembled, he
did so because he knew its history, constitution'
and work best, and because it was worth while to
inquire in the present conjuncture into the cuses
which have led the Medical Department o
University of Edinburgh, situated in an outlyiIll
quarter of the kingdom, to become, for well nigh'
century, with little interruption, the most populat
medical school in the British Islands. Sir Ro.ber
proceed to give an historical sketch of the Umnver-
sity from the period of its foundation by Jarles V'
in 1582. He showed that it was not till the ap-
pointment of Alexander Munro Primus to be Pro-
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fessor of Anatomy in 1720 that the University
School of Medicine put on a shapely form and i
entered upon its career of prosperity. Monro had t
his place in history as one of the European anato- 1
tnists of last century. He entered upon his office c
When only 23 years of age, and bringing to the s
task hc had set himself an intimate knowledge
gained in the schools of Paris and Leyden, a pro- a
found knowledge of men, and polished affable man- a
tiers, he won the confidence of men of station and 1
4nfluence and obtained popularity with all ranks. t
lie is understood to have had much weight in the a
general affairs of the city and country. Thus it i
Was that he not only soon placed the University i
Medical School on a sound and prosperous footing, t
but likewise mainly created the Royal Infirmary. b
1 rom this time the staff of the school was gradu- n
ally enlarged, and fin the late establishment of the s
Chairs of Natural History, Medical Jurisprudence, r
Clinical Medicine and Surgery, the University of t
Edinburgh took the lead by a long way of all other a
British schools, as it had done in the organization i
Of a school complete according to the time im- e
rlediately after 1720. Professor Christison pro- t
ceeded to show the success of the school under t
Rutherford Cullen Monro and the fluctuations as to c
the number of students entered for the medical e
classes. Up till 1830 the number averaged about c
9oo yearly, but at that time on the opening of h
1Uuniversity College, London, and other schools, c
events betokening the prosperity of the nation, the
lurnber fell to about 500. Since 1861, through e
changes made in the plan of education and gradu- r
ation, a temporary fall occurred till the students, t
111 1868, only numbered 445 ; but the wisdom of
the arrangements was now seen in a steady yearly 1
lincrease till in the present year the medical students i
1urnbered 898. (Applause,) Dr. Christison pro- p
ceeded to trace the rise in graduation along with s
rtatriculation, and in some interestsing statistics as a
tO the nationality of the students, showed that the t
graduates from Ireland had fallen from 175 in five i

Years prior to 1831 to six in the past five years, the S
ISolation aimed at in other matters-Home Rule- t
having been accomplished by the Irish in medical t
education. (Laughter.) The speaker then pro- n
Ceeded to describe the government, the course of m
study, and the system of examination in Edin- e
burgh University, illustrating his remarks from his t
Owi lengthened experience. Although he had 1
been instrumental in changing the system of ex- e
anination, he was not sure that they had substi- t
tlted a better test, but he entertained no doubt t
that either method was a full and fair one in the c
hands of able and impartial examiners. He sub- a
'Iitted that the Edinburgh School, as proved alike fi
Y the influx of students and by the multitude of ti

"len' of mark trained in it, had been so success- t
fl that its system deserves great consideration, t
Per haps for guiding other schools, certainly for a

dealing with itself. Professor Christison then took
nto consideration the system of teaching by lec-
uires, dwelling on the advantages of clinical and
practical teachings as now followed, and dis-
ussed the question whether or not the period of
tudy should be increased. He next took up the
" one portal " question, against which he had from
n early period taken his stand. He concluded
n address, which he occupied two hours in de-
ivery, as follows :-The present entrance- door to
he medical profession is not really, though nomin-
lly, a University, a Royal College, an Apothecar-
es'-hall or a Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons ;
t is an examination. There was no reason why
he examinations of all these bodies might not be
rought up to a reasonable standard of equivalence,
ow that the Medical Council had put forth their
trength towards that end. Should the result
rove unsatisfactory owing to the insufficient con-
rol, support them in obtaining more direct power,
nd allow them time for further trial. This surely
s a wiser course than to rush upon untried treach-
rous ground and measure entirely novel, which
hough on the surface they promise reform, at bot-
om threaten revolution. In this kingdom three
enominations of practitioners are provided by
ducation and examination-(1) The ordinary class
f general practitioners in town and country ; (2)
igh class physicians and surgeons who practice
hiefly in cities and large towns ; and (3) an inter-
nediate order educated on the footing of the high-
st attainable education for the greatest possible
umber and whom circumstances may attach, some
o the first, some to the second class. The corpo-
ations provide the first class by their licence, and
nost of them by means of their fellowship enable
icentiates to pass into the second class if they
lease. The two great and old English Univer-
ities, by means chiefly of a protracted education,
nd the London University, by elaborate examina-
ions, aim at producing the second class, at least in
n physic, ready made, so to speak. The three
cottish Universities have aimed at supplying the
hird class by supplying the highest education at-
ainable by the greatest number. All have been
ore or less successful, and none can be charged
ith failure, But the Scottish Universities, and
minently the University of Edinburgh, have at-
ained the object for which they were destined.
y supplying to the greatest number the highest
ducation of which the number can take advantage,
hey enable men of superior original talent or indus-
ry to go out from their schools with high qualiti-
ations, not inferior to those of the graduates of
ny of the English Universities. These results
ow from their system of education and examina.
on, the fruit of long educational experience, and
heir elasticity is such as to render it easy for them
) adapt themselves to the progress of knowledge,
nd of public opinion. Surely it is not too much
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to ask that the University of Scotland shall not be
disturbed by further and doubtful innovations dur-
ing so important an experiment following recent
and serious changes, and they may do worse than
watch a little longer the experiment going on there
before they venture upon dangerous innovations
for themselves.

On the motion of Sir W. Fergusson, seconded
by Dr. Radcliffe Hall, of Torquay, a vote of thanks
was given to Sir Robert Christison for his address.

In the evening the President gave a full dress
reception in the Music-hall and Assembly-rooms,
which was attended by a large number of ladies and
gentlemen.

(To be concluded in our next.)

RELATION OF PUERPERAL FEVER TO

PYÆMIA, &c.

The discussion on the Relation of Puerperal
Fever to the Infective Diseases and Pyærmia,
opened by Mr. Spencer Wells, at the previous
meeting of the Obstetrical Society, London, was
resumed on Wednesday evening last. To judge
by the attendance of fellows, the interest manifested
was very great, the majority of the leading obste-
tricians being present, and the remarks from the
various speakers being listened to with evident
satisfaction. A letter from Dr. J. Matthews
Duncan, dealing more fully with the subject of the
proper conduct of midwifery practitioners in avoid-
ing disaster to patients from puerperal infection,
was read. The charge of homicide by infection
he regarded as a new one in the history of law, and
in the present state of science and practice not
substantiated. In ordinary circumstances, he re-
garded giving up practice for a time, with a view
to preventing the spread of puerperal fever, as un-
necessary. In nearly thirty years of obstetric ex-
perience, in private, in hospital, and in consultation
practice, he had not, as a precaution, given up
work for a single day. The grand precautionary
measures for obstetric practitioners to adopt were :
i, avoidance of the duties of nurses ; 2, avoidance
of using the hands in post mortemn investigation ; 3,
antiseptic cleanliness of the hands and of the dress.
The difficulties of determining the proper conduct
of obstetricians were not to be solved by officious
coroners foolishly sending threatenng messages to
practitioners, nor by judges giving dccisions with-
out due consideration ; but by discussion in such a
society as the Obstetrical, and by matured profes-
sional opinion. Dr. Barnes, on opening the ad-
journed discussion, remarked that he had listened
to the letter ofDr. Duncan with considerable satis-
faction. If prosecutions went on, it would not be
safe to practise. Respecting puerperal fever, he
thought the cases might be divided into two great

clases: i, Heterogenetic ; and 2, Autogenetic. If
the excretory organs were in a good state, the
patient might resist the effects and throw it Off
Mr. Squire thought it was an error to call everY
case of disease in the lying-in woman puerperal.
fever. Dr. Brunton thought that, if the poison 01
infectious diseases were so powerful in producilg
puerperal fever, it was curious he had not seen i
in his own practice. He had before now attendeô
patients in their labours where children were lyifll
ill in the room with scarlet fever, and the parturienit

woman escaped without any trace of fever. Ir
R. E. Huntley (of Jarrow-on-Tyne), had expel'
enced an outbreak of puerperal fever in his practice
ten years ago. Small pox was very prevalent i1l
the neighborhood at the time; but he had never
been able to associate scarlet fever with puerperal
fever. Dr. C. R. Brown (of Beckenham) had 'it-
nessed cases of patients who had never had scarlet
fever being exposed to its influence during their
lying-in, without showing the least symptoms of it
Dr. Swayne (of Clifton) thought Dr. Duncan
letter was calculated to do much good. He had
noticed that cases of puerperal fever occurred more
in the practice of some men than of others. As a
precautionary method, he thought, a warm bath
washing with carbolic acid soap, and a Turkish
bath the next, and a complete change of clothes, to
be all that was necessary. Dr. Graily lewitt
thought that puerperal fever was essentially a forrl
or blood-poisoning, of pyæmia. He entirely disr
believed in a form of fever sufficiently definite or
precise to merit the name of puerperal fever. There
were two classes of cases. In one class there e
evidence of the introduction into the system fro0t
without of a distinct animal poison, inoculation 1
fact, conveyed in many cases by the hand. Ai
other class of cases was autogenetic, where the
contagion was not introduced from without. Col
currently with puerperal fever, the involution of tle
uterus was retarded and the contraction of th
uterus failed, and thus allowed the pymic poison)
to flnd easy entrance. Mr. Callender thought there
were many points of resemblance between erysIPe
las, septicenia, etc. It was a pure matter of specUf
lation to assert that it was due to the influence ,
some septic matter or poison. He thought it ver)
important that all wounds should be kept stri nt
from contamination of other wounds. A patie
was tolerant of suppurrtion set up in his her
woun d, but intolerant of contamination fron otbt
sources. Antiseptics were of great service,
cleanliness was equally important. The discusstOl
was again adjourned to the next meeting of the
Society in June.-Brit. Med. fournal.

OPENING FOR A MEDICAL MAN.-Their iS a
opening for a medical man in the village of shel
burne, Co. of Grey, Oit.
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VARICOCELE AND ANEURJSNM in all or nearly all cases. On the contrary, we
mav usually look forward with considerable confi-

1 dence to effecting a permanent cure by this method.
LINIC BY PROF. AGNEW, PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL. I

1 ILIAC ANEURISM.

CASE I.-This patient, a man •t. 33, has, as you CASE I.-We have here a strong, healthy-look-

ee, a swelling or enlargement in his scrotum, dis- ing man, St. 47, of fair constitution and good

ppearing when he lies down, and returning when family history. He confesses to drinking freely,

e resumes the erect posture. Now, knowing and we. notice that he has the scar of a suppurat-

hese two facts about a swelling in this locality, you ing bubo in each groin. We also observe no

now that it is either a varicocele or a reducible feeling his pulse in the right wrist that he has a

ernia. The diagnosis between these conditions very small, atheromatous radial artery which is

s so easily made that a mistake is simply inex- hardly discernable. Eighteen months ago he

usable. Make your patient lie down, wait until tripped and had a slight fall, and ever since has had

he swelling has disappeared, and then place your obscure pains about the pelvis and right thigh, but,

Inger over the internal abdominal ring, retaining until about five months ago, there was no external

t there while he again stands up. If the disease evidence that he had sustained any injury. Then

s a hernia the swelling will not re-appear, but if it a tumor made its appearance under Poupart's liga-

be varicocele it will speeedily return, and rather ment on the right side, and has grown to what you

'lore quickly than usual, because you are obstruct- see are its present dimensions. It is about four

.ng the spermatic veins and preventing the return inches in diameter, and extends from the crest of

Of blood from the tumor. Usually, in these cases, the ilium to the median line. It involves the

1do not advise any operation so long as the tumor femoral below Poupart's ligament to the extent of

gives no special trouble and the testicle shows no two or two and a hadf inches, and the external ilica

disposition to atrophy. Frequent bathing with for an indeterminate distance. It has a centrifugal

cold water, and the use of a suspensory, wil gen- heaving movement, which ceases when I make

erally relieve the patients of the pain and weak- firm pressure on the abdominal aorta or primitive

less in the lumbar region, the feeling of weight and iliac. On laying my ear over it I can hear a thrill

an1d dragging, and the burnîng sensation of which or bellows-sound. Compression has already been
and drgigCn h umgsnaino hc r with an abdominal tourniquet, the 'pad of
they usually complain. Sometimes, however, as in tried th an il trninst the pad of

the present case, an operation is rendered neces- which thrusts the iliac artery against the brim of

sary by the condition of the testicle, as well as for the pelvis. It as continued for five hours with

the relief of the painful symptoms. The old plan the aid of morphia and ether, and at the time of

cOnsisted in laying open a portion of the scrotum removal there seemed to be soie solidification, but

and excising the veins ; another, in occluding them the pulsation did not cease entirely, and has since

by pushing a pin underneath, and surrounding returned. We propose to repeat this trial, as in

them with a ligature externally. This latter was such cases compression shouid certainly be very

Very painful, as the skin was constricted by the thoroughly employed.

ligature. Ligation of such a large vessel as the external

A much simpler way is one which I will now iliac is a serious matter. We would have to go far

eimploy, and by which we can throw around the up it, nearly to the bifurcation of the primitive iac,

the veins a subcutaneous loop which can be dis- 1 and then would run the risk of not getting a firm

engaged at any time. The first step is to separate clot and not having the artery entirely occluded.

the vas deferens, which feels like a piece of wire, In fact, it is extremely probable that in this case

fron the other constitutents of the cord. Having we would have to ligate the common iliac, an

donie this, we push it to the rear, and then put a operatn which has been attended with a fearful

eedle between it and the veins. We then nick mortality,-29 out of 39 cases having died. Itiac

the skin slightly, and enter a second needle, doubel- aneurism is of very rare occurence compared with

threaded, carrying it between the veins and the other forms, only 9 cases having been reported to

skin. it is then withdrawn. The loop of the 551 cases of aneurmis of other vessels. In two of

thread is then passed under the end of the first these cases the primitive iliac vas tied: one died

'leedle, while the two free ends are brought down and one recovered. In four the vessels was sound

and tied lightly around the other end. We thus enough to admit of the application of the ligature

have the veins constricted by a loop which can be to the external iliac. Al of these recovered. In

remnoved at any time merely by withdrawing the one case the abdominal aorta and the distal

n1eedle. It is usually left in position for about extremity of the fmoral were ligated, but this

seven days, înless there is much fever with proved fatal in a few hours. In three cases com-

Maiked constitutional disturbance. Although vari- pression was used, and these ail recovered.

Cocele sometimes returns, it has not been true in Hence, as in this case we have every reason to

rny experience that, as Mr. Symes says, it does so believe there is a diseased arterial system, and as
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we would probably be compelled to tie the common
iliac, we will give compression an extremely
thorough trial.

(This case was subsequently entirely cured by
compression of the abdominal aorta with an abdom-
inal tourniquet, and up to the present time no
return of the pulsation has taken place.-Medical
Times.

THE STYLE IN OBSTRUCTIONS OF THE
LACHRYMAL APPARATUS. *

BY DR. NUNNELY.

It is not my purpose now to speak of affections
of the lachrymal apparatus in general, but only of
one method of treatment of those diseases of the
sac or nasal duct in which dilatation of the latter by
mechanical means is necessary.

The difficulty formerly experienced in dealing
with such cases is sufficiently shown by the great
variety of probes of metal and catgut, of many
shapes, and to be used in various ways, and of
styles, and tubes, and other mechanical appliances,
which were devised, often with great ingenuity, with
the object of dilating and keeping open the nasal
duct. Except the simple style, introduced through
the skin and the anterior wall of the lachrymal sac,
these contrivances failed more or less in their object,
and were abandoned. In many respects the treat-
ment by the style was satisfactory enough. It had,
however, some objections ; its appearance was un-
sightly, it was liable to fall out or be dragged out in
various ways, and after its removal in some instances
the opening which was left refused to heal, and a
lachrymal fistula was the result. Since the general
introduction of the very simple and admirable
operation of division of the canaliculus into the
lachrymal sac, devised by Mr. Bowman, the
description of which was published in the Trans-
actions of the Royal Medico-Chirugical Society for
185 1, the treatment of cases of epiphora, depending
upon displacement of the puncta or obstructions of
the canaliculi or nasal duct, has been reduced to
narrow limits, this plan presenting such conspicuous
advantages as to have been almost at once generally
adopted. By it the sac and nasal duct can be
reached and treated through the natural passages,
without external wound. The advantages gained
by this mode of procedure are many, and its
disadvantages are few. The latter are, mainly,
that in order to keep open the wound along the
canaliculus, which has been divided, it is necessary
to pass a probe along it several times, or the incision
will close (as it frequently does unless considerable
care be taken; ,gain, the probe must be passed
through the nasal duct at intervals, longer or shorter

* Abstract of a paper communicated to the Leeds and
West Riding Medico-Chirugical Society.

according to the nature of the stricture. All this
involves, of course, considerable pain, and is more
or less tedious, usually requiring several attendances
on the part of the patient, so that there is oftentimes
difficulty, both in public and private practice, in
persuading persons to persevere for a sufficient
length of time.

These objections may be avoided, and the
whole treatment greatly simplified, in most instances
by the use of a form of style introduced some years
ago, I believe, by Mr. R. Taylor, surgeon to the
Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, and which
has scarcely, I think, been adopted so frequentlY
as it deserves. It is highly spoken of by Mr.
Haynes Walton, in his work on the "Surgical
Diseases of the Eye." This style is a straight
piece of silver to fit the nasal duct, having at right
angles to it, at the upper end, a small arm about
three-eights of an inch in length ; it is introduced
along the slit-up lower canaliculus, through the
lachrymal sac into the duct. The little horizontal
arm lies in the channel of the canaliculus, which it
keeps open, and prevents the style from slipping
out of sight, allowing ready removal when necessarY.
I have used it constantly, and with great advantage.
The canaliculus is slit up in the usual way, and I
then either dilate for a short time with the ordinarY
probe, and then put in the style, or more generally
where the case is a straightforward one, introduce
the latter at once. Different sizes are required.
The style requires to be taken out and cleaned
occasionally, and if there be any irritation set up bY
it, which is not common, the removal of it for a
day or two is generally sufficient to allow it to be
worn with ease, and I find that patients are so
comfortable while wearing it that they often neglect
to appear at the end of a month or six weeks tO
have the instrument removed.

When we think of the very fragile bones by which
the lachrymal apparatus is formed, and the danger
which must always exist lest the passing of al
instrument should injure them, or bruise their
delicate lining membrane, the consequent swelling
of which would increase, instead of lessen the
evil, it must be evident that the use of a probe n
this situation demands the greatest gentleness. A
plan therefore which so much simplifies the
instrumental treatment of many of these frequent,
painful, and troublesome cases is a real gain.--Te
Lancet.

CANAD IANS ABROAD.-The following gentlemen
have lately passed the examination of the Royal
College of Surgeons, England :-R. T. GodfreY,
M.D., Montreal; F. L. M. Grassett, M.D., Edinl,
Toronto. H. L. Machell, M.D., of King, who has
been absent during the past year, has just returned.
He passed his examination before the Royal College
of Physicians, Edinburgh, and was admitted a
member of that body.

52
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STERILITY AND DYSMENORRHcŒA
TREATED BY BILATERIAL INCISION
OF THE CERVIX UTERI.

CASE. i.-Mrs. O., native of and residing at
Evans, N. Y. ; age, thirty-one years ; married eight
Years, and sterile ; she menstruated at fifteen.
DUring the last five years has been failing in health ;
Menses have been irregular and very painful ; she
is anæcmic, emaciated, and has a cough, and she
is under the care of a physician, whose diagnosis
Of her troubles is consumption, and who predicts
that she will die when the leaves start, in the com-
11g spring. She consulted me on account of her
dysmenorrhea, which has troubled her since her
miarried life began. On examination I find the
tterus retroflexed, the cervix conoidal, and the os

.So small as to be scarcely discernible. The uterus
1as replaced by the sound, and Hodge's pessary
applied. Dilation of the cervical canal was
attempted by sponge-tents, without much effect, or
relief to the dysmenorrhoa. Three nonths after
My first examination I made bilateral section of the
Cervix, afterward applying Scattergood's pessary.
The painful menstruation never troubled her again.
She became pregnant within six months, and while
Wearing the pessary, greatly to the surprise, and
sonewhat to the regret of herself and husband.
She was delivered at full term, of a healthy boy,
and has since had a daughter. She is a healthy
'Vonan, and weighs nearly two hundred pounds.

CASE 2.-Mrs. F., native of and residing at
Brant N.Y.; age thirty years , menstruated at four-
teen ; married twelve years, and sterile. Her
husband had been absent three years of this time,
sOldiering. She had suffered much during her
Illarried life, from dysmenorrhœa, and also from
Iervous mimicry of "liver complaint," and its
radical treatment, having been several times
alivated. Her lady friends and physician agreed

'Il the opinion that pregnancy would make a healthy
0Omnan of her, and I was consulted on account of

her sterility. I found that she was subject to violent
attacks of sick headache, had dyspepsia, and more
Or less constant lumbar and pelvic neuralgia. On
examination of the uterus I found a conoidal cervix,
With a moderate degree of retroflexion, and some
endo-cervical inflammation ; the canal was filled
elith a plug of mucus. She was treated locally, with
2romic acid, for three months, with some amel-

lOration of local pains and distress, and improve-
4nent of her general health. Not becoming pregnant
however, six months afterward section of the cervix
Was made. In sixteen months from the date of
O.Peration she was delivered of a boy. She has
since had two children. This lady's change in
Physique, after the operation and consequent relief
Of the dysmenorrhœa was remarkable ; her sick
headaches, " liver complaint," and pelvic neuralgia,

entirely disappeared, and she gained fifty pounds
in weight before pregnancy occurred. Atthebirth of
the first child she suffered laceration of the perineum
which was promptly relieved by operation.

CASE 3.-Miss M., milliner, age twenty:six years,
native of Evans, N.Y. ; consulted me on account
of dysmenorrhœa. She menstruated at fifteen, and
since the age of twenty has had painful menstruation.
Her periods were a terror to her, and she was bed-
ridden half the time, from the nervous irritation
consequent upon the dysmenorrhœa and pelvic
distress, with an insupportable feeling of weight in
pelvis when standing. On examination I found the
uterus retroflexed, the cervix long and conoidal, the
os tincæ small, and a contracted corvical canal.
Prof. James P. White, M.D., was called to visit the
patient in counsel with me, and advised and
performed the operation of section of the cervix.
No pessary was afterward applied, and owing to
insufficient attention after the operation, and to the
fact that the os internum was incised, the incision
again united, leaving the uterus retroflexed, and a
tortuous, cicatrized cervical canal, that was nearly
impervious to a probe, or the menses. For the
next two years this patient was bed-ridden ; the
menstrual molimen was attended, at each effort,
with pains like, and nearly equal to, parturition,
sometimes lasting three days before the appear-
ance of the menstrual flow. She required the use
the catheter twice daily, nearly all of the time, for
two years, and the irritation of the uterine disorder
upon the nervous centres produced, in time, a
nervous imitation of nearly every known disease of
various organs. She was visited by many quacks,
who all agreed in condemning the operation made
by Prof White. At the end of her first year's rest
in bed the uterus assumed its natural position.
About this time Prof. J. F. F. Miner, M. D., of

Buffalo, was called to visit her with me. Dr. Miner
attempted to enlarge the cervical canal with a
urethrotome. The result was of no benefit, and
another year passed before she would consent to
any further use of the knife. During this time
dilators of various patterns and sponge tents, were
assiduously used, with but little benefit. At the
end of two years from date of first operation, in the
presence of Prof White, I made another section
ofthe cervix. Her next menstruation was painless.
The result of this operation could not have been
better. A large patulous os, and free cervical
canal were formed, and the patient regained her
general health, and has never had any more local
trouble.

CASE ,.-Mrs. Bohemian, living at Racine,
Wis. ; age thirty-eight; married fifteen years, and
sterile. She is under the care of Dr. A. H. Hoy,
who is treating her for dysmenorrhœa by sponge
tents, to dilate the contracted cervical canal. This
treatment had not has the desired effect, and while
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I was making him a social visit, he requested me
to make section of the cervix. The operation was
performed, as I thought the case required it, the
cervix being elongated and conoidal. The patient's
next menstruation was painless, and she was taken
with a laudable fit to wash and be clean, and went
to " cleaning house " during her menstruation, in
her bare feet. The consequence was an attack of
metro-peritonitis, from which she recovered by a
chance, but the benefit of the operation was small
indeed.

CASE 5.-Mrs. M., native of Cattaraugus county,
N. Y. ; agè thirty-six years ; twice married, and
sterile. Sne has had violent dysmenorrhœa since
her eighteenth year. She was brought to me by
her father, a practicing physician, for examination.
Her cervix uteri was found long and conoidal, the
uterus partially retroflexed, the cervical canal
crooked, and I could not pass any sized probe or
sound into the uterine cavity. It was decided to
incise the cervix, which was done, and her next
menstruation was the most painless she had ever
experienced. She left imnediately, however, to
live in Albany, before I had finished her treatment.
I have since heard that she became pregnant.

In the treatment of sterility and dysmenorrhœa,
I always have limited the incision of the cervix to
such abnormal conditions of the uterus as I have
described, and these cases illustrate one form of
these diseases, their causes, and their evident proper
treatment. The operation of incision of the cervix
in these cases was made on the fifth day after
cessation of the menses, and in the manner de-
scribed as follows :-The cervix is exposed by
Sim's speculum, and brought into convenient
position by a hook. It is then incised bilaterally,
the cut. being made from the cervical canal outward,
from the os externum to within a few lines of the
junction of the wall of the vagina with the uterus.
The enlarged cervical canal, thus made, is then
packed with pledgets of lint, saturated with car-
bolized glycerine. No styptics are used, especially
no persulphate of iron. A large pledget of cotton-
wool is then saturated with glycerine and opium,
and applied over the os, in the vagina, to hold the
dressings in position. Any hemorrhage is controlled
by the tampon.

On the fourth day the dressing is removed and
reapplied, and continued every alternate day until
the next menstruation, when it is removed. After
cessation of themenses the same dressing, alternated
with sponge or sea tangle tents, is used, until a free
open cervical canal is secured, with a patulous os
tincæ. The operation is perfectly painless, and an
anesthetic is not required.-Dr. Curtiss-Med. &•
Surg. Reporter.

PERSONAL.-Dr. Hingston was entertained at
dinner by his professional brethren of Montreal,
previous to his passing from a state of single
blessedness.

BLOOD POISONING FROM SEWER GAS.-The
death of Dr. Alexander Crichton, of Mortlake, fur-
nishes another and very sad instance of the effects
of sewer gas and of the disasters which are entailed
by imperfections in any system of drainage. We
have been favored by Dr. Marshall, of Mortiake,
with particulars of Dr. Crichton's illness, which
leave no doubt as to its origin. A day or tWo
after his return, in apparently good health, fron a
visit to Edinburgh, the sewers in his street were
opened and cleaned, having been in a filthy col-
dition and very offensive. The process lasted a
week, the smell being most unpleasant. The stOP-
page of a house-drain led to some escape of sewage
matter beneath and outside his own surgery. About
ten days afterwards he was employed to inspect the
ventilation of the sewers, complaints having beeil
made of the odors from the ventilators, some o
which he found most offensive. Two days after-
wards he complained of headache, followed some
days later by vomiting, slight jaundice and abdo0'
nal pain. Delirium followed, and blood appeareâ
in the urine, and subsequently in the vomTIt.
Violent delirium gave place to coma, and slight
hæmorrhage from the lungs was added to that from1
the kidneys and stomach. He died on the eighth
day of his illness, an extremely offensive odor ha"-
ing been given off for some hours before death.
The temperature, when taken, appears to have
been natural, and the bowels were obstinately cO -
stipated. The origin of his illness appears clearlY
to be ascribed to the Mortlake sewers, and this was
the opinion of Dr. George Johnson, who saw hiro
before his death. There appears to be a radical
defect in the Mortlake drainage, which the reTe
dial measures adopted are quite inefficient to over
come. Our readers will remember the outbreak of
low pneumonia in a large school which folloWed
the insertion into a neighboring drain of one of the
ventilators which were, in part at least, concerned
in Dr. Crichton's blood-poisoning. We canflot
wonder that they are regarded with disfavour lY
the inhabitants. The free ventilation of sewers
into the open air is a necesity, if the air within the
houses drained by it is to be kept pure ; but the
ventilators should be so placed that the inhabita.
do not suffer from the means employed for the"
safety.-The Lancet.

PERSONAL.-We observe from the Thunder 13aY
Sentinel, a new paper by the way, that Dr. Clark,

M.P.P., of Simcoe, is at present in Thunder BaY,
and actively endeavoring to provide hospital ac-
commodation for the sick in that new village-
Owing to the number of accidents that occur i1
the mining districts the want of suitable acco
dation of that kind must be severely felt.. te
suggested that a temporary hospital rmight
erected in the meantime at a very small outlay, atd
we have no doubt the suggestion will be acted
upon.
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to which these persons are liable he begins with
affections of the brain. These, he remarks, some-
times come on rapidly, and explode, as in cerebral
inflammation, and brain fevers ; whilst the effects
of incessant mental toil are at other times slow.
Apoplexy to which so many profound thinkers fall
victims, presents various modifications. Before the
person gets the fatal stroke, how often has the
brain been excited, strained, and outraged ! how
many times have rushes of blood to the head,
squalls of heat in the face, dull pains and sense of
weight in the frontal region, temporary dimness,
violent arterial pulsations and restless sleep, clearly
indicated sanguineous repletion, and cerebral ex-
citement beyond what was natural. These effects
however pass away ; they are forgotten ; they
return, and the delicde structure of the brain is
soon broken up. A slight attack of apoplexy has
been called by Ménage, " Un brevet de retenue de
mort," which may be rendered, " Death's bond of
security." Napoleon who dreaded apoplexy, one
day asked Corvisart, his first physician, for some
information respecting this disease. " Sire," repli-
ed Corvisart, "apoplexy is always dan gerous, but it
is preceded by certain symptoms. Nature seldom
strikes the blow without giving warning. A first
attack, which is always slight, is a sommation sans
frais-a summons without costs, a second attack,
a sommation avecfrais-a summons with co sts, but
a third is a prise de corps-an execution on the
person." M. Parisæ endeavours to explain the
gradual action of the causes of this dis ease. The
permanent excitements of the brain at first increase
its energy or activity. This excess of action,
when repeated occasions every time an afflux of
blood to the organ ; the stimulations then become
congestional. At first these congestions disappear
more or less completely, the brain is freed, and the
equilibrium restored. Afterwards the forced dilata-
tion of the vessels becomes such that the conges-
tions disappear but imperfectly ; this gives rise to
symptons not however of a very alarming nature.
At a still later period, when age advances and
the venous system increases in size and the cere-
bral veins have a tendency to become varicose, at
the same time the arteries diminish in diameter,and
these congestions become more permanent. From
these morbid states arise cona, stupor, softening of
the brain, tremors, paralysis, and finally apoplexy
in all its degrees.

VACCINATION-ITS PROTECTIVE
POWER.

Recent events in Montreal anent vaccination
have given a forcible and practical illustration of
the evils likely to arise from imperfectly performed
vaccination.

There can be no doubt but that the active oppo-
sition to vaccination in Montreal and elsewhere, is
due chiefly to the very imperfect manner in which
vaccination has been too frequently performed.
lndeed in too many instances, the results have
shewn great carelessness or culpability on the part
of practitioners in the selection of vaccine used by
them, and in numerous instances phlegmonous
erysipelas and axillary abscesses of a severe and

alarming character have followed the use of vaccine
contaminated with pus ; in this way producing " pus
poisoning " instead of the characteristic pustule
and protective influence of a disease antagonistic
to small-pox.

Negligence or ignorance in a matter so vital tO
the interests of a community is inexcusable. It is
an old axiom that " a thing that is worth doing at
all is worth doing well," and in no case is this more
imperative than in the operation of vaccination
where it has to be performed upon patients in the
face of the most prejudiced opposition, and where
any departure from the characteristic resulis which
should follow properly performed vaccination, are
sure to be noticed and cited against the operatiofl
at the first opportunity. Great suffering not un-

frequently arises from improper vaccination, suffici-

cient in itself to deter people from having the
operation performed. But such results cannot pos-
sibly follow except under exceptional circur-
stances, hence their too frequent repetition leads to
the suspicion that the practitioner has been tO
blame, and that too in the very first and most ini-
portant elementary matter of the selection of Pure

vaccine, free from pus globules--for to vaccinate
with virus containing pus is simply to produce a

poisoned wound, and to invite abscesses, erysipela
or other evils attendant upon pus-poisoning-
Many practitioners never have any difficulty of this

nature, and this immunity from bad results is attri-

butable simply to care in the selection of the vaC

cine-never in any case using a doubtful crust, or

one that could at all be suspected of containing

pus globules. The practitioner who negligently
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performs this most important, though simple oper-
ation is open to very grave censure, inasmuch as
the consequence of his conduct tends to throw dis-:
credit upon a most benificent practice, and by
deterring the masses from submitting toit,contribute
their quota toward the sacrifice of human life, or
holocaust, which is sure to follow, should small-pox
rnake its appearance in a crowded community
Under unfavorable sanitary conditions, and with
Over-crowding, as is the case in large cities like
Many of those in our Dominion.

The frequency of erysipelas and abscess follow-
ing vaccination must be traceable to a cause, and
that cause is, in most cases, the presence of pus in
the vaccine crusts made use of, many of which
have never been selected by the practitioner, but
have been purchased at a drug store, and possibly
furnished by some " money grab " who cares more
for the paltry price obtained than for the reliability
of the article sold. Practitioners cannot be too
careful, therefore, in the selection of the vaccine
tO be used, in view of the grave responsibility
they incur in carrying out the practice.

Much has been said about the loss of protective

Power in the vaccine, after repeated transmission
from child to child. On this point there need be

no doubt, since to the thoughtful mind it will be

apparent that the vaccine disease is reproduced as
effectually in each successful case of vaccination
Yielding a characteristic pustule as it was a century
ago, and as effectual as each separate attack of
Measles or scarlatina is perfect in itself and charac-
teristic, inheriting all the peculiarities which
the disease ever had or could have had.
The necessity for a repetition of the oper-
ation, or re-vaccination varies in different persons.
The experience of the Prussian and English armies
on this point is satisfactory. In those services re-
Vaccination is imperative every five years. The
result is, not a single death from small-pox. In
the Prussian army not a single case after re-vacci-
nation.

The mortality rate in the city of Montreal in 1874

was 983 of which 955 were among the French
Canadian Catholics, or that portion of the com-
Inunity which refuses this protection, or i in 100 of

the population, and among protestants less than i
in 1,000. These figures tell strongly against the
clap-trap of the anti-vaccinationists and their follow-
ers, who however simply make out a case from the

blunders of those entrusted with the performance
of this and other sanitary duties. As a general
rule " the failure is not in vaccination, but in the
physician who performs it."

We have written more at length than we intended
on this matter, but the subject is fresh in every-
body's mind at present and a large and respectable
portion of the community of our largest city is
placed in an improperly unfavorable light as a re-
sult of their antagonism to vaccination. The
authorities, however, should first of all endeavour
to create confidence in the vaccine used and the
persons applying it, before seeking to enforce impli-
cit obedience to their behests.

THE COUNCIL EXAMINING BOARD.

In our last issue we published a letter from Dr.
Clarke, of Princeton, in defence of the Council and
the Examining Board. The Dr. tells a plausible
story, but it is far from convincing. There is
evidently too much effort put forth to cover up a
bad case, and the Dr. in his eagerness bas gone too
far; he bas taken the profession into his confidence
and has divulged too much of the secret doings of
the Council. He says " Caucuses, wire-pulling and
reciprocity were the order of the day," among the
inembers of the Council in regard to the appoint-
ment of exaniners. Now, however, that these
" wire-pullers" have constituted theuselves the ex-
aminers, all is serene in the Council, and, no doubt,
the wire-pulling has been relegated from the Coun-

cil chamber to the examining Board. It is there-

fore not a matter for surprise that the students
should pass so creditably ! But with all due

deference to Dr. Clarke (and here we would wish to

except him and one or two other members of the

Board from the strictures we have fet it our duty

to make) we submit that " wire-pullers " and log-

rollers are not the class of men to make examiners
of. We are quite well aware that according to the

present Act only four, orfive at nhost, of the examin-

ers are to be appointed from the profession, but it

becomes all the more necessary that these should be

the best men available, and entirely removed from

the influence of the schoolmen and the " wire-

pullers " in the Council. The Dr. states that " out-

side examiners were at no stage amenable to any-

body for the proper discharge of their duty, and
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if a student felt aggrieved and asked for a considera-
tion of his case, the examiner was not there to
answer for himselt." There is no need that he
should; the report which is sent in to the Registrar
should be accompanied with the examination papers
and the Council has the power to review them, and
we are quite certain the student would be much
more likely to have his grievance remedied, (if he
had cause for any), than by an appeal to a
Council whose members constituted themselves the
examining Board, and who were not likely to alter
their previous decisions. No student would be so
silly as to submit a grievance against the examining
Board, to the Council, while matters are as at present.

We are charged with inconsistercy in protesting
against the Council constituting itself an examining
Board, because professors of colleges examine their
own students for graduation. We are not now
discussing the propriety of professors examining
thoir own students. When we come to express our
opinion on that matter we will speak out. The
cases are not parallel, however. The degree of
M. D., does not at present give the licence to prac-
tice ; it is, honorary merely, while the examination
before the Board gives the right to practice, gives,
in short, a legal status to the individual. We
could never consent to the Doctor's plan of forming
a Board of Examiners, chosen partly from the
Council and partly from .appointments made by the
Governient, to examine for both the licence and
the degree. We want no Medical Council " wire-
pullers " to examine students for the degree of M.D.
in any of our Universities; we have not come to
that yet.

There seems to be in the mind of our corres-
pondent a holy horror of the college men in the
examining Board, and that it requires all the " wire-

pullers " in the Council to check-mate them. Now,
we say, and we say it advisedly, if it is thought for
one moment that any difficulty has arisen, or is

likely to arise from the presence of schoolmen on
the Board, let the act be amended at once and leave

them off. If the Council would do its duty
in the selection of examiners, appointing only men

who are thoroughly competent to examine, and not
cpersonal friends," " electioneering agents, et al,"

papers reached 50 per cent., and that the proof is
in the Registrar's hands." We do not doubt his
statement, but we would like to ask him how many
marks some of the candidates received to which

they were not entitled, in order to bring them up to

50 I We are also blamed for using private infor-

ination in our editorial remarks. How were we to

get this information but from private sources ? This
part of the examination was not public. In fact at

no period was the examination open to the public,
and all our information was obtained from private
sources, but it is none the less reliable. We have

admissions enough*from Dr. Clarke's letter itself to
show that our statements were true. The Doctor
in his letter mis-states our position in reference to
the registration of those possessing British qualifi-

cations. We have all along maintained that Cana-
dian M.D.'s (who might have gone up before the
Council and passed in the same year), but who,
instead of so doing, have gone to London, or Edin-
burgh, spent a year in some metropolitan Hospital,

and passed the Royal College of Physicians or
Surgeons, or both-that such men should have
some consideration shown them ; that they should,

in short, be admitted to registration without anY
further examination and attendant expense and loss
of time. There is a clause in the Act for their

special benefit, but being optional with the Council,
it has never yet been liberal enough to give theDm

the benefit of it. The Doctor taunts us with haV-
ing raised a " storm in a teapot," but he will find
sooner or later that we are on the side of professionsl
opinion. We have received several communicationls
on this subject last month, but we refrain frOnt1
publishing any more at present. Their nature maY
be judged of by the following extracts :-" The

Council deserves all it got ;" " Don't be discouraged
at the abuse you recoived from a few members of
that body ;" " You carry the profession with you i
these and similar statements show which way the
wind blows.

THE GLOBE v. THE MEDICAL COUNCIL.

Much surprise and regret have been expressed by

many intelligent people, both medical and lay, in

a good examining Board could be obtained without this city and throughout Ontario, at the singular
tie schoolmen. *If this meets with the approval course of the I Globe" newspapor, in its supPOrt
of the profession let it be don by all means. and advocacy ofquacks and quackery in the medil 1

Our correspondent states "that the total value of profession. According to its theory, any Perso1

-..
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who considers himself at all competent to deal with
the ailments to which flesh is heir, should be allowed
to treat disease, and the natural conclusion to which
the argument leads, is that education or particular
training is not a requisite condition. It seems to
believe with the cute " Darkey " that somue men are
" borned doctors," and while the Medical Council
is working diligently and faithfully to build up an

enlightened and intelligent medical profession in
the interests of the public, the efforts of the Globe
which should be in favour of education, intelligence,
and refinement in all things, are to pull down and
lower the standard by placing all, without distinc-
tion, lipon a level with the itinerant mountebank.
It has been found impossible to elevate the standard
of the profession and to secure high attainments
generally, without having some power to compel
rnen to pass through a certain course of study, and
if men are compelled to pass through a certain
course of study at great cost to themselves, they
rnust be protected in' that position, just as the
individual who pays a license to follow any occu-
pation, is protected from the injurious competition
of those who pay no license.

This is one view of the case. But there
is another, and in our opinion a higher and more
philanthropie view, viz., that the public ought to
have some protection against the ignorance and
knavery of the uneducated charlatan. The Globe
says the public need no protection ; that if these
uneducated men do any mischief to individuals
they are amenable to the law. This is very true
but it is on the principle of " locking the stable when

the steed is stolen." Besides it would be useless, in
cases where such individuals have laid themselves
Open to action, to prosecute, as in most cases their
hats cover their entire responsibilities, and the man
Who is foolish enough to attempt to prosecute

Woiuld have the costs to pay. But apart from this
there is a great aversion on the part of most people
to going into court and exposing their own weak-
ness, however good their chance at recovering
damages miglt be.

A great deal has been said about the liberty of
the subject, and that people have a right to employ
Whom they choose. All this appears well enough,
but at the same time they should be cautioned
against being duped and swindled by pretenders of
every description who by flaming advertise-

'nents and loud-mouthed promises, lead them to
Place confidence in men who have no faith in their

own practice, and here we would say that those
journalists who do not seek to educate the people

and a-sist in preventing them from being
duped and swindled, are guilty of a great derelic-
tion of duty. For some time past we have had in
this city a quack who professes to cure by the lay-

ing on of hands, or "animal magnetism," a high-
sounding phrase, well calculated to inspire confi-

dence in the minds of an unthinking public. But

this man has no faith in his own professions. A

patient goes to him with a pain in one side of his

face. He tells him that he will cure him for $25,
but he must have $10 down, $5 at the end of a

week and the balance when he is cured. The poor
deluded victim, (who has read of the great merits of

this man in the Globe, and probably thinks there

must be some truth in these statements) pays his

money. The quack goes through some performance
with his hands, prescribes huge doses of iodide

of potassium, and tells him to take this and come

back again. If any good results it is due to

the medicine, and yet this man pret ends to use no

such thing. Another patient goes to him with a

slight pain in his back and down the back part of

the thigh (sciatica in a slight form). He tells him

also that he can cure him for $25, $10 down, $5 at

the end of a week, and the balance when he is

cured. The money is paid, but instead of the

application of his hands, except in the most per-

functory manner, he punctures almost the whole of

the patient's back and thigh with needles charged

with croton oil. The man goes home, and in a

few days he is very ill from the great iritation pro-

duced, and is obliged to call in a regular practi-

tioner. The Globe might say, why don't this man

bring an action for damages ? But the patient

says he would not for $5oo go into Court and have

the whole thing ripped up. He feels too keenly the

mortification of having been duped to wish to

have it exposed in a public Court room, and there

the matter ends. Still the Globe continues from

day to day to pour out abuse upon the heads of a

liberal and highly educated profession, and takes

to its bosom as Proteges, such men as these. The
above statements are positive facts which have

come under our own observation, and we think it

is about time the public knew something of the
dharacter and practices of the men that the Globe

is bolstering up in defiance of law and justice, and

for what ?
We would like to know very much where the
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Globe gets its information regarding the desire of of October we shall find the ranks of the profes-
women to be attended by midwives. The ex- sion re-inforced by another recurring batch of
perience of the editor in midwifery practice differs students. The occasion is suggestive; but the
from that of most people, and we do not doubt advice so repeatedly offered must become trite
that the majority of women would prefer a midwife save to the newest entrants and to the uninfornied.
to him in their accouchement. The daily experience We shah, therefore, refer simply to the standing
of medical men, however, is that women don't and prospects of the medical colleges of Ontario>
want midwives about them; as a rule they have no and may drop a hint or two of advice to the
confidence in them. Only yesterday we received a earnest student. So far, as we learn, the prospects
letter from a matron in a village where there is no of these colleges are good for an increased attend-
doctor, begging us to send a medical man there ance this year. Though Toronto bas lost one
and stating as a reason that one or two women had its medical schools during the past twelve months,
lately lost their lives through the bungling of mid-
wives. Many medical men heartily wish it were
as the Globe would have the public believe, for the
midwifery part of the profession is not only the
most irksome and trying, but also the least remu-
nerative. The position which we take, however,
is that neither men nor women should be allowed
to follow as a business the practice of medicine,
surgery, or midwifery, unless they have gone
through a thorough course of training, and are
fully competent to deal with every case, and every
difficulty that may arise. This is what common
sense and an intelligent public demands. When
the candidate has shown this knowledge, he may
then be safely allowed to adopt whatever line of
treatment he chooses, whether it be " animal
magnetism," "dry cups," "trance workings," or what
not; knowing well that a well-educated man would
never become a slave to one idea in medicine,
where there is such wide scope for men of varied
talents, and so much to divert the mind from a
solitary groove.

The talk about "medical infallibility" is about as
silly as can well be imagined. There never was
any attempt on the part of the Council to tie
licentiates down to set rules, or any system of
practice. It is a libel on the intelligence of the
profession to say so. Every man is free to use such
remedies and appliances, or to prescribe for his
patient in such manner and in such doses as his
judgment may determine.

THE NEW COLLEGIATE YEAR.

The ever-circling year has brought us once more
to the period at which the medical schools com-
mence their annual courses. During the first week

it is none the less the medical centre of the Pro-
vince, and its surviving schools are in a position tO
compete favorably for the attraction of students.
The Medical School at Kingston, we are glad to
learn, has very good prospects as regards an in-
creased attendance ; and we are glad further tO
learn of an enterprising outlay by the corporation
in the purchase of a building, and in fitting it very
completely. Despite the withdrawal of govern-
ment assistance, the medical schools of the Pro-
vince are doing and will c ontinue to do their work
of advancing the higher civilization of the country,
by supplying the means of education to the rising
generation of medical practitioners.

There are just two hints which we wish to pre-
sent to our young friends, both derived from ob-
servation and experience. First, we have been led
by fresh intercourse with Americans and with
Canadians in the United States to a renewed
knowledge of the undoubted fact, that the gra-
duates of Canadian schools are held in high esti-
mation in the United St ates, and particularly i'
the frontier towns and localities. This should be
a cheering and an encouraging fact to our young
men, who may feel sure that a wider field than the
Province or the Dominion is open to them on the
completion of their studies, should they elect to
cast their lot abroad for a time.

Another encouraging fact consists in this, that
on instituting a comparison between the state Of
public opinion and medical practice in Canada
fifteen or twenty years ago, and with the sane at
the present day, it will be conceded that a young
man has a better chance now-a-days of gainilg
medical confidence than he had then. This im'

proved state of things for the young graduate, has
been brought about by the improvement in the
theoretical and practical education of medical
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students, owing to which improvement many young
Men of capacity and attainments have made for
themselves lucrative practices at a time of life
when, a quarter of a century ago, they would have
been condemned to wait instead of work,-under
the idea that they were destitute of the all-essential
"experience " which contributed to medical skill.

But these encouraging facts while they are cal-
culated to cheer, are none the less suggestive of
the duty of the student to give himself up earnestly
to work during his collegiate course. Medical
teachers and examiners are more exacting, and the
public, if it be more disposed to trust and reward
the young medical man, is naturally becoming more
exacting too. Diligence and earnestness are essential
qualities in the medical student. He who exercies
them may live to have his highest hopes realized,
he who fails to employ these qualities runs a sad
risk of being disappointed.

NEWSPAPER QUACKERY.

One of the breaches of professional decorum
that has of late become far to frequent and general
is the practice of certain over eager and too enter-
Prising medical men, in publishing, or allowing to
be published in local newspapers, accounts of their

surgical operations. The long established rule
(which is based on a perception of what is due to

the public and the just dealings of one professional
Man towards his brethren) is altogether against
this species of newspaper quackery, which is de-
Serving of severe reprehension. The only proper
media for the publication of surgical histories and

reports are the medical journals. Newspaper
accounts must always lay under the charge of
being mere ad captandurn advertisements, and
therefore degrading to its authors. The man who
adopts such a course follows a mistaken path to
erninence. Not so, however, the earnest working
Practitioner who aims at diffusing what he observes
amongst his professional co-workers and students,

Id does this by preparing with due care and

Proper thought, accounts of the cases and methods
Of treatment, for publication in the medical
journals. It has long been noticed and establish-
ed that self-improvement follows such a practice ;
and that a doctor becomes a keener observer, a
Mtore careful therapeutist, and in due time a greater
authority by devoting part of his time to the pre-

paration of contributions to the medical press.
English medical biography is rich in illustrations
of the truth of the statement ; and we commend its
teaching to young Canadian practitioners whose
energies may thereby be turned into the proper
channel and receive a fitting reward.

A GOOD MovE.-We noticed sometime during
the past month a report in one of the secular
papers that at a meeting of a medical society in
the eastern part of the Province, it was resolved
" that no medical man should make an examina.
tion of an applicant for life insurance for a less
fee than five dollars." This we look upon as a
move in the right direction. This duty if properly
performed is a very important one in the interest
of the company, and the physician should be fairly
remunerated. We feel quite certain also that if the
profession insists upon it the various compan-
ies will offer no objection.

APPOINTMENTS.-William Frith Savage, M.D.,
Elora, Associate Coroner for the County of Wel-
lington. The following gentlemen have beeni re-
appointed on the acting Medical Staff of the
Toronto General Hospital :-Drs. Bethune, Geikie,
and Temple, of the Trinity College Medical School;
Drs. Aikins, Wright, and Graham, of the Toronto
School of Medicine; Dr. Canniff and Dr.

Cassidy. The names of the other gentlemen,
formerly on the staff, and those lately appointed
have been dropped, as the law only allows eight
medical men on the acting staff.

PRACTICE FOR SALE.-Attention is directed to

an advertisement in another column offering for

sale a lucrative practice. The advertiser, with

whom we are personally acquainted, offers a house

and lot, and the good-will of a large practice for a

very moderate sum. Parties on the lookout for a

good opening should communicate at once.

To OUR SUBSCRIBERs.-Now that money is be-

ginning to circulate more freely, we trust our sub-

scribers, and especially those who are in arrears,
will at once cancel their indebtedness. In the

present number we have enclosed bills to all who

are owing, and we hope they will make prompt re-

mittances. Those long in arrears must not expect

any further leniency from us. We are deter-
mined that all who have received the Lancet shall
fulfil their obligations.
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! RANT COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The quarterly meeting of the' Brant County
Medical Association was held in Paris on Thurs-
day, most of the- members in the county being
present, and a considerable number from the adja-
cent counties, among whom were Dr. Clarke,
Princeton ; Dr. Lovett, Ayr; Dr. Balmer, Prince.
ton; Dr. Clarke, Drumbo; and others. The
minutes of the last regular meeting were read, and,
on motion, confirmed. This being the annual
meeting when the officers of the society are ap-
pointed, the following members were chosen for
the ensuing year:-Dr. Manwaring, St. George,
President ; Dr. Digby, Brantford, Vice-President ;
Dr. Philip, Brantford, Secretary-Treasurer. Dr.
Burt, Paris, moved a resolution to the effect that
no member of this Association should attend any
society or association of individuals for a stated
annual fee. After a good deal of discussion pro
and con, the further consideration of the matter
was postponed until the next regular meeting of
the Association. Dr. Henwood, the representative
of this Division in the Council of Physicians and
Surgeons, made an interesting and practical ad-
dress, giving details of the work being performed
by the Council, and strongly advising the members
of the Association to support them in the good
work. Dr. Bown showed a specimen of polypus,
describing its history. An hour was spent in a
discussion upon diphtheria, in which Drs. Clarke,
Digby, Philip, Henwood and Bown took part.
The method of treatment as recommended by
Ortel, of Berlin, by atomized vapor, etc., as show-
ing the most satisfactory results, was generally
approved of. Dr. Griffin showed a cancerous
tumor which had been removed a few days ago
giving a history of the case. A large amount of
miscellaneous business, of interest to the society,
was disposed of, after which it adjourned, to meet
again in Brantford on the first Tuesday in Decem-
ber.

SAUGEEN AND BROCK MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

A largely attended meeting of the medical men
of the county of Wellington was held at Fergus, on
Thursday, for the purpose of forming a division
Medical Association for the Saugeen and Brock
Division. Dr. Clarke, of Guelph, representative of
that Division ;in the Medical Council, presided.
The necessary steps for the formation of the!Asso-
ciation were t4en, and a tariff of charges fixed
upon, which. however, will require to be ratified
by the other counties in the division before coming,
into operation.

PARALYSIS FROM BRAIN DISEASE IN ITS COMMON
FoRMs, by H. Charltbn Bastian, M.A., M.D.,
F.R.S., University College, London, with illus-
trations ; New York ; D. Appleton & Co. Toronto:
Willing & Williamson.
This work consists of a series of lectures delivered

by the author in the University College, last winter,
on Hemiplegia, Degeneration, Aphasia, Regional
diagnosis in brain disease ; The Cerebellum and its
functions ; Pathological diagnosiq in apoplexy and
hemiplegia, prognosis and treatment, &c. The
author in a very concise manner deals with the
common forms of brain affection in such a way
that one may not only learn the principal variations
which are to be met with, but also how far such
variations are indicative of lesions in different parts
of the brain. These lectures have already appeared
in the Lancet, but in the work before us they have
undergone a very careful revision and a considerable
quantity of new matter has been added. The work
in its practical character supplies a deficiency which
has long existed in medical literature.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYs1CIAN
OF PHILADELPHIA. Third series; VoL 1.

MEDICAL ADDRESSES, edited by B. E. Cotting, A.
M., M.D., Harv. Boston: David Clapp & Son-

A STATEMENT OF THE RELATIONS OF THE MEDICAI-
FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN TO
HOMŒOPATHY. Detroit; Tribune Printing CO.,

In Toronto, on the 26th of August, the wife Of
S. B. Pollard, M. B., of a daughter.

At Pembroke, Ont., on the 5th ult., the wife Of
J. A. Desloges, M.D., of a daughter.

In Toronto, on the 16th ult., Dr. Hingstofl
Mayor of Montreal, to the eldest daughter of the
Hon. D. A. McDonald, Lieutenant Governor O
Ontario.

At the residence of the bride's father, Walnut
Grove, Chatham, on the ist inst., D. G. Fleming,
M.D., to Marion Lucy, youngest daughter of 14O'
A. McKellar, Sheriff of Wentworth.

At St. Thomas, 27th of Aug., Wm. Leonard, infant
son of Dr. Marlatt aged 3 months and 19 daYs.

* The chargefor notice of Births, Marriages and
is fifty centa, which should be forwarded in postage stamP8,
the communication.

@A00t and gampMts.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Liver.

The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color, odor, and flavor-having a
oil that can be depended upon as strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not
Pure and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is 80 sweet and pure
been long felt by the Medical Profession, that it can be retained by the stomach
We were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
facture at the Fishing Stations, where the become fond of it.
ash are brought to land every few hours, Th secret of making good Cod-Liver

nid the Livers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of the
Perfection. proper degree of heat; too much or too

This Oil is manufactured by us on the fittle will seriously injure the quality.
sea-shore, with the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fresh, healthy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
without the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
8sinplest process and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturers who
by which the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.
the cells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Porf. Parker. of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."

After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-
Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
CASWELL, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable TonicE

as combined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
Of Iron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-
cone, without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordlal, delicious to the taste
fud acceptable to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the RO(YAL CALISAYA BARK, not
from ITS ALKALOIDS OR THEIR SALTS-being unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are simply an

fIxir of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a truc Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-
sert-spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added
tO each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismuth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each
table-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD & tO., CHEMISTS ANE DRUGGISTS, New York.

T. MORSON & SON,
81, 33 & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

WORKS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOXERTON E., LONDON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Chemicals and all New Medicines.
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

SPECIALTIES.
PEPSINE PREPARATIONS. (The Original English Manufacturers.)
PEPSINE PORCI, Pure.
PEPSINE POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
PEPSINE WINE.
PEPSINE LOZENGES.
PEPSINE GLOBULES.
PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COD LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATEI) WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)
N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerime.
GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGERINE and ALOINE.

Sold Wholesale and Retail by al Chemnists and Druggists throughout the World.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSION 0F 1875-'76.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1875-76 will commence on Wednesday, September 15 ,1875, and continue until the
opening of the Regular Session. THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 29th, 1875, and end about

the lst of March, 1876.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,
Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.

JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FORDYCE BARKER, M.D.,Eineritus Prof. of Surgery. Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women
AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D.,Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicme. Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases of Women, Diseases of Infancy, and

FRANK H. HAMILTON, M.D., LL.D., Clinical Midwifery.
Prof. of Practice of Surgery with Operations and Clinical Surgery. EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.

Prof. of Gynoecoiogy.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicinlc.

ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D.,Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., the Faculty.Prof. of Priniciples of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,System and Clinical Surgery. i Prof. of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL D.
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES, M.D. EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D.
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology. Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunet to the Chair of Principles of

ý y ad Otoogy.Surgery.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D. EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.

Professor of Plychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence. Professor of Pathological and Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of
Anatomy.)

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION,
Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures................$140 00
Matriculation Fee ...................................................................................... 5 00
Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection) ........................................................... 10 00
Graduation Fee ......................................................................................... 30 00

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address the Secretary of the College,
Prof. AUSTIN FLINT, JR., Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LA CTO-PHOSPH A TES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Gompound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya
À Chemical Food and Nutritive ToiWc.

THIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 grs. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloida of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, andfifteen drope of free Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

In cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in all condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or ba i habits, in chlorotic or anæmic
women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
may be taken for a protracted period without becoming
e pugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution ,f the
Pharmacopia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
combination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
rthis compound is pMpared with great care, and will be main-
tained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by

SOLD B

T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.
Y ALL DRUGGISTS

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFAOTURER OF

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

TJHE subscriber would again reniind the Medical and
Dental Profession that he still continues to manufac-

ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various branches
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years bas afforded, has enabled
him to mnake many improvements in bis

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for which they are intended, a desideratum which Will be
appreciated by al wishing to purchase Instruments, tha
are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. 2, . 18.00
Aspirator, No. 3, "...... 12.00

All the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

Al orders entrusted to bis care will be promptly attended
to.

_-' Catalogues furnished on application.
HOR ATIO G. KERN,

Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St.,Philade1ph'a.
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GEORGE TIEMANN & Go.,
F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SURGICAL INSTIRUMENTS,
Apparatus for Fractures, DIslocations and.Deformitles,

Latest Instruments for Local AnSsthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermie Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of ail kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED
BY THE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

American Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

DR. GARRATT'S

Constant Electrie Disk.

A very convenient and excellent kind o
medical electricity, is self-generated and self-

applied, by simply wearing this clean, flexible, electric pad,
(disk). It is most celebrated for curing Rheunatic lameness,
Neuralgic pains, Local Weaknesses, SVinal, central, and
other nervous ills, by its steady and very rniild galvanic
action.

These aura currents are not feilt, for the elements are
arranged avalanche and not for intensity. The effect is agree-
able, warming, vitalizing. The tissues and nerves are
strengthened. The nerve force and the blood circulation are
equalized. It bas no equal for ease and safety, with like
good effects. (If medicine is taken it quickens the action.)
See the Directions. Each " Disk" is TESTED and WARRANTED.

Large Disk-5 by 8 inches (24 poles) best for general use,
On body or limbs, $2 50; Children's, $1 50. By mail on
receipt of price by A. C. GARRATT & CO., 6 

Hamilton Place,
Boston, Mass.

UTLER'S
POKET, INHALER

AND

Garbolate of Iodine Inhalants
A REMEDY for aIl NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of ail those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to ail
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. Genrge Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words :

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 nnw in use in this conntry.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly
put up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.
Kept by ail druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & 00.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y•

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

Microscope for Sale.

S TEWARD'S PROFESSIONAL ACHROMATIC MICROS-
COPE. It is well constructed and has coarse and fine

Adjustments for Focussing, a Sliding Object Holder to the
Stage, One Huyghenean Eye-Piece and Adjusting Concave
Mirror, a Set of Achromatic Object Glasses, giving three dif-
forent powers, and magnifying from 75 to 300 diameters, or
90,000 times superficial. A Live-Cage, for the examination
ot Aquatic or Transparent Objects, &c.; a pair of Adjusting
Forceps, fitting into the stage, a pair of small Brass Forceps
and Glass Slides, aIl fitting into a Mahogany Cabinet and
Drawer, with Rackwork for two dozen Objects, and spare
co"ipartment for Apparatus, &c., including a Standard Work,
entitled " Half-Ilours with the Microscope," by Edwin
L.nkester, M.D.,

The power is quite sufficient for aIl ordinary investigation.
Price $20.00. Address

"Lancet Office,"

Toronto.

DUDLEY & BURNS,
Plain and Ornamental Book and Job Printers,

11 COLBORNE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

DOCTORS' AND DRUGGISTS' LABELS NEATLY PRINTED AT REASONABLE 1tATES.
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DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from beadache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever
discovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy
ever discovered.

CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specifie in Cholera and Dysentery.
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasns.
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache,

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by our
subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is yet
properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medical
mon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of twO-
thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."

" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch fron Her Majesty's Consul
at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLORO-
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

"I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so effla-
cious as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhoa, and other diseases, and ai
most perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THOMAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-

ing relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for
years with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, such as
opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & CO., Horncastle.
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent direct

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodic.o It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause. It
induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advantage
over all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
"It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTIN.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that the

public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."
Vice-Chancellor WOOD stated that Dr. J. COLLis BROWNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the

whole story of the Defedant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentationl

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throueout the lani confirm thie.decision]that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.

Sold in Bottles:at Is lid., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., .each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J•
COLLIS BROWNE'S CHILORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical
Testimony accompanies each bottle.
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LoNDON.
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PUT UP IN I lb., 5
%Saf

Go
ib., and 10 Ib, CANS.

nE
(PETROLEO VIRTUS VALIDISSIMA.)

" The most ef)icacious virtuefrom Petroleum."
The Ewollient and healing principlefromn Petroleun, highly puriped and concentrated, without the use of chemicals. It bas an

absolute non-affinity for oxygen or moisture ; a perfect bland, soothing, oleaginous substance, applicable to the most sensitive con-
dition. even to the eye, without the slightest irritation, and yet so homogeneous and dense as to exclude atmospheric action and other
malifie influence. IT IS A PERFECT APPLICATION.

WHEN UsED AS SURGICAL DRESsING, and the bandages adhere to the wound, the subseqent applications may be made upon the
exterior of the last fold, which it will penetrate at once, thus avoiding the danger of re-openng the wound.

FoR BURNS AND SCALDS it iS INVALUABLE. It allays the acute inflammation almost immediately, and thoroughly protectsàtlie
injured parts from the action of the atmosphere. If used promptly and AIoNE, the wound beals rapidly, even in severe cases,
without any sloughing, and usually without leaving any scars For cuts, lacerated surfaces, all kinds of Infleanmation, poisoning,
and SKIN DISEASES GENERALLY. For Piles and diseases of the rectum, uterus and urethra, by injection. Hundreds of uses
for it are snggested to the physician who knows its positive virtue. It is incapable of decomposition. fermentation, or becoming
rancid on any sore, in any climate or temperature.

Cosmoline combines readily with White Wax for Ointments, Cerates. with Sulphur, Iodine, Bromine, etc., with Camphor, Gums,
Resins, etc. It does not combine with proof spirits, Ammonia, or Caustic Alkalies. Coming from the same primitive source as
Carbolie Acid, it bas a peculiar nffinity for that valuable remedy, and forms a superor vehicle for it : on account of its simple and
Positive character it is vastly superior to Olive Oil, Lard, etc., as m menstruuim for other eTternal applications. As an emoliertit is
superior to Glycerine, especially the Rose perfumed. Its non-affinity for oxygen or moisture renders it a perfect protection against
rust when applied to surgical instruments.

Prepared expressly for Medica7 Purposes by

3] . . Sr e O UIr T e 215 Sot Fro .,

The Eleventh Annual Course of Lectures in the

EeIeal Departm'S ot the University of *IsêF ,
AT CLEWsELA r, QiEmo,

Will begin Wednesday, October ôth, 1875, and continue until the end of February, 1876.

Medical and Surgical Clinics, Tuesday and Friday of each week, at Charity Hospital.
College Clinic every Wednesday.

The Summer Session of Recitations and Clinics begins the first Monday of April, and lasts twelve weeks.

L. FIRESTONE, M.D.
C. W. NOBLE, EsQ.
T. CLARKE MILLER, M.D.

For further information or C

FACULTY.
G. C. E. WEBER, M.D., DEAN.

H. J. HERRICK, M.D. D. B. SMITH, M.D. W. J. SCOTT, M.D.
H. W. KITCHEN, M.D. JAMES DASCOMB, M.D. * A. C. MILLER, M.D.

A. MEIZ, M.D. JOEL POMERENE, M.D. J. H. LOWMAN, M.D.

atialogue, address T. CLARKE MILLER, SECRETARY,
112 Prospect St., Cleveland, O.

FIEST PEIZ AUIF ÇIL IEB
SURGICA&L APPLIANCES.

A\PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

JAMES AUTHORS,
,Ir 16 Ring Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.

I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac-

tIred in any part of the world. JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S.England.
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1875-'76.

E. M. HODDER,
~EXACUL T' :

M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon Toronto
General Hospital and the Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.

Prof. of Obstetrices, and Diseases of Women and Children.
W. B. BEAUMONT, M.D. ; F.R.C.S., Eng. ; Consulting

Surgeon Toronto General Hospital.
Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.

NORMAN BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.;
F.R.C.S., Edin.; F.O.S., Lond.; Physician to To-
ronto General Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.
24 Gerrard-st. East.

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P.,

Lond.; F.O.S., Lond.; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-
pital.-Cor. Gould and Yonge-sts.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D; F.O.S. Lond. Phys. to TorontO
General Hospital.

Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S.,

Lond.; Physician to Toronto General Hos ital, and
Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in- ospital.--
144 Bay-st.

Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, and Assist-
ant Lecturer on Obstetrics, &c.

W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instructor
in Chemistry, College of Technology.

Prof. of Chemistry-General and Practical.
J. FULTON, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.- H. ROBERTSON, M.B.; M.R.C.S., Eng.-24 Shuter-st.

334 Yonge-st. Physician to the Toronto General Hospital, Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.Hosp ital for Incurables, and Hospital for Sick Children.
Prof. of Physiology and Sanitary Science. J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S.. Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

W. COVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. Demonstrator of Anatomy.
Prof. of Pathology and Medical DiagnosiH. 1 A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond.;

JAMES BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond. ; Consulting Physician to Toronto Général Hospital.
Physician to the Toronto General Hospital, and the Burn- Microscopy.
aide Lying-in-Hospital.-118 St. Patrick st. THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on Chemistry,

Prof. of General Pathology. Botany, &c., Normal School.
The Session will commence on FRIDAY, the 1st of October, 1875, and continue for Six Months. The Lectures

will be delivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respecting
Lectures, Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &o., will be given in theannual announcement.

E. M. HODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
MEDICAL USE.

We respectfully refer to the following

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Thea. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyés, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

Eminent Physicians :

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D•
Prof. Lewis A.Sayre, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'
Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D.,

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D•,

Fergus.
Dr . A. Wolverton, M.D., Hain-

ilton.LLLLLDr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing CompanY,
107 ]EASr 34th ST., NEW YOElIK.

Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DIRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.
The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession wilI serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to

Market fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the flrst importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottaes, and the price
quoted includes the bottle. le Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to August 1st, 1875.

mo c

Acid, Carbolie.............. OZ.
" Sulph. Ar.. ....... 8 oz. bot.
. Hydrocyan ........ 1

Ammon. Carb..............1h.
*ther, Nit.... ...... ... 8 oz. bot.

Sulph........... 
Go 0......... "

Antim. Pot. Tart...........oz.
Argenti Nit. fus.........
Balsam Copaib.. .. ...... 8 oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car.... ...... oz.
Ceri Oxalas............
Chloral Hydrate .........
Chlorodyne ................ "i
Chloroform.... ............ 1.
Cinchon, Sul............... OZ.
Ergot, pulv........ fi
Emp. Lytt.. .......... .. lb.
Ext. Belladon............... OZ.

Colocynth Go.......... "
Gentian ............... ci
Hyosciam, Ang........

4 Sarza Co., Ang........
Nucis Vom.........
Taraxacum.........

F
1

ol. Buchu.............. "
"Senna.............. "

Oum, Aloes Soc.........
" "pulv.... "

" Acacia, pulv..........
Oycerne, pure............. lb.
Ferri, AM. Git..............oz.

" et Quin. Cit.
" Gitro,phos.. .... .. .. "

Perrum Redact.............. "c1
lydrarg, Chlor..... .. .... .. "i

C Creta.......... "

.d
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
0 08
1 30
0 63
0 30
0 30
0 15
0 15
1 40
0 60
0 13
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
0 90
1 10
0 60
0 30
0 12
0 65
0 18
0 15
0 15
0 12

lodine, resub .............. oz.
Jalapin... .. .. .. ......
Lin. Saponis..............8 oz. bot.
Liq. Ammon............

" Arsenic ............
Bismuth ............... "i
Donovan .............. "
OpiiSed............
Potasso........ ....

Mist. Ferri Co.... ..... 8 oz. bot.
Morph. Sul... ............. oz.

" Mur............
01. Crotonis............

Jecoris Asselli..........lb.
Olive Opt.... ......

Opium................... oz.
Powd............

Pil. Aloes .................. gross.
i " et Ferri.......... "

" "Myr........... "
Assafotid..........
Cath. Co., U. S........ "i
Hydrarg, Mass.. .. l.... b.

" Subchlor. Co. gross,
Rhei. Go.......... "
Podophyllin, Co........ "g

Plumbi Acet............... b.
Potass. Acet............

" Bicarb..........
" Bromid..........
" Iodid.. .........

Pulv. Creta Co.. ........
G C Opio..

Ipecac.. ..........
Co..........

Jalapa............
Quinve Sul.................. oz.

Sc.
0 50 Rad. Rhei. pîv...lb.
1 75 Santonine ........... .
0 24 Sodæ Bicarb.............. .
S17 "Potass Tart ...'''''''. b
0 20 Spir. Camphor . .. .. .. .. .. "
0 45 ". : mpo. ..... .8 oz. boto 5 Ammon. Go..e
0 28 Syr. Aurant.
1 60 Codeia . "

0 17 Ferri od..
0 20 Strych. PhoG5 50 Hypophos
5 50 " Phosph. Co.
0 25 "Senege.
o 25 "Scillæ .
0 30 Tinct. Aconit.
0 70 d
0 7 " Arnica

0 5 "Calumb" ......
0 30 Camph. o..
0 30 Cardam. Go-.........
0 38 Catechu.
0 30 Cinchon Go
0 45 Colch. Sem..
1 50 Digital e...
0 30 Ergot. " " ..
0 35 Ferri Perch'lor
0 40 Gentian Co .....
0 25 Hyosciam.
0 60 Iodine .
0 35 Nucis Vo".
0 90 Opil. ....
5 00 Rhei Go.
0 75 Valer. .
1 00 Verat Vir"..........o Z.
3 00 Ung. Hyd.Nit..... .. .. .. .
2 40 " Zinci...... ..
2 00 Vin. Ipecac... . ".. .8 oz. bot
2 65 " Antim . ........... be

2
0 65
0 12
0 38
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 50
0 65
0 45
0 40
0 30
0 20
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 30
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 75
0 24
0 58
0 30
0 24
0 20
0 60
0 40
0 30
0 20

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constantsupply of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c.

DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS Chromos. HEADQUARTERS FOR FORE1GNAND AMERICAN CHROMOS. Dealers,Agents Trunk andBox-makers, Newspaper Publishers and Tea Stores, will find acomplete supply. Our new and brilliant speciaties areAbsolutely unequalled. Our 9 x 11 Mounted Chromos outsell anything
in the market. Twelve samples for $1.00; one hundred for

Obtained by the method of $6.00. Illustrated Catalogue free. J. LATHAM & Co.,
419 Washington St., Boston, Mass. P.O. Box 2154.

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
IIstituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
france, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, byDr. lenry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions

from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far
the largest and mos.t perfect in the world.

LARGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10.................. . . .......... $2.00.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SELECTED....................$5.0o.

All Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
to go with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use
acOmpany each package. Remittances must accompany
order. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
BostOn Highlands, Mass,

A MONTHLY JOURNAL Op

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

Issued promptly on the lst of each month.

Subsoription $3 per aEhum in advance. Single
copies 30 cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

All Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON, M.D.,
Manager, Toronto.



The Banning Truss and Brace Co.
New York.
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Fig. ]No. 18. Fig. No. 19. Fig. No. 14.

Improved Bvoing S PIN A L P R O P Improved Centripetal
SPINAL PROP. APPLIED. SPINAL LEVE9
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Unrivalled fo the treatment of C
Angular Curvature, gives no pain, S Z F,oQ For lateral curvaturc of the EP~restrains no motion, and makes nFo lateral ctiontue to tevsp the
Show through the dress. G) gA The general action is to reversev

sho z body's weight, and so depri
gravity 0f its depressing force.

Fig. No. 12. ; Fig. No. 7.
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Banning Truss & Brace Co's.
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MECHANICAL SUPPORT
Ra the unqualified endorsement of over five
thousand of the leading medical men of this
country and Europe, sud has been adopted by
them in their practice.

' PR TITIONERS
Report to the Medical Journals and to us that

SPINAL DEFORMITIES
The above cut represent

.he above cut represents BAN- mP L COEDÂ BDMIrl Ui JCO
NING'S NON-FIoTION '3ELF-ADJUST- recting e truncal b
ING BAÂoE Tauss, applied for the which have gone through the whole catalogue of ita attachment, BANNING'sretention of inguinal, femoral other Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Sup DBIFUEoATEDU R asd
and umbilical herlia. Acts upon portera and Pessaries, 1nsupporting the " il
the principle of rMoving visceral YIELD READILY on each aide, thus, Wile
weight from hernial opening. Is the vagins, restoring th
light, cool and self-adjustable, and TO or overtaxed uterus thou
le absolutely a Non-Friction Truss. Our System of Support. lu; ito its normai polO'

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th St.
No other office or Address. Send for Descriptive Pamphlet.

N. B.-The aumbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List NOs.


